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which include Awaken (Mausoleum),
gaggle of cocks (Sliptrick), Geezer
(Blues Blvd.), Holy Water (Perris) and
Redline (Retrospect). He has a BA in
English Literature from the City
College of New York/CUNY and an
MFA in Ensemble-Based Physical
Theater (which basically means he
plays well with others) from the
Dell’Arte International School of
Physical Theater in Blue Lake, CA.

Finally, this issue ushers in a new on-
going column called “Great Moments
in Rock-n-Roll History” from John
Cipiti. John is Lead Faculty of Music
and Humanities at Terra State
Community College in Fremont, Ohio
(my home town!). He holds a Bachelor
of Music degree in Composition from
Heidelberg College and a Master of
Music degree in Composition from
Bowling Green State University. Along
with teaching classes in the History of
Rock ‘n’ Roll, he gives instruction in
music theory, aural skills, critical
thinking, contemporary music
ensemble, composition, and lessons on
piano and guitar. He attended the
Berklee College of Music from 1977-
80 before embarking on the club circuit
in the Midwest throughout the 1980s,
picking up gigs playing drums, guitar
and keyboards. 

It is truly a blessing to have so many
people willing to step up and invest
their time and a bit of themselves in the
“BGM experience.” I hope that you will
enjoy all that Lonnie, Blyss, Freddy
and John bring to the magazine. I know
I have.

That’s how I see it.

Take care, Tom.

4-string bass, and also takes on this
installment of “Fundamental Support”
with a report on Music for Minors.
Blyss began his musical journey in the
famed Tremé neighborhood of New
Orleans, Louisiana. He has performed
and recorded with national recording
and touring acts such as R&B singer
Jon B, VH1 Soul artist Nya Jade,
Urban Punk (featuring Black Eyed
Peas protégé H20 and American Idol
finalist LaToya London) and is
currently the bassist with legendary
Meters co-founder Zigaboo Modeliste,
as well as countless local artists and
ensembles. Blyss is a graduate of
California State University, East Bay,
where he earned a Bachelor of Arts in
Music, with a focus on classical double
bass. In addition to various freelance
gigs in and around the Bay Area, Blyss
regularly plays with the 6:13 Band and
Orchestra at Neighborhood Church in
Castro Valley, CA. He also works with
two non-profit organizations that
provide music education to elementary
school students in Foster City and
Redwood City, CA.

We are also pleased to feature a special
report in this issue from Freddy
Villano. Freddy has been playing bass
ever since his sister’s boyfriend
introduced him to the Black Sabbath
albums “Heaven and Hell” and
“Sabotage” when he was in 7th grade.
Since then, he’s gone on to attend
Musicians Institute, tour with Quiet
Riot and Widowmaker (featuring Dee
Snider of Twisted Sister fame) and
write for Guitar World’s Bass Guitar,
Bass Player, Making Music,
International Musician and Bass Guitar
Magazine, the UK’s number one bass
mag. His original bands have released
numerous independent CDs, some of

I have been fortunate to work with a
number of very talented, dedicated
people here at Bass Gear Magazine.
There’s no way that a publication like
this can come to fruition without
significant input from a number of
individuals. The ranks tend to continue
to build, and for this issue, we have
four new contributors, so I thought I’d
take a moment to make some
introductions.

You’ve seen him in some NAMM
Show pics, and he wrote the 2013
Winter NAMM Show report, but
Lonnie NaVeau joins on as an official
staff reviewer with his review of the Le
Fay Herr Schwarz 5-string bass.
Originally from Toledo, Ohio, Lonnie
began playing guitar at the age of 12,
only to give it up for drums a couple of
years later. While playing drums and
percussion in high school marching and
symphonic band, Lonnie also went
back to learning guitar, only to switch
once again to bass at the age of 16.
After playing in the high school jazz
band for a couple of years, Lonnie was
accepted into the music program at
Bowling Green State University, but
never went, and instead took a touring
gig with a band. While playing
professionally for more than 30 years,
Lonnie has covered virtually every
style of music in almost every state in
the country. Lonnie has also recorded
with many different projects – some
regional and a couple national. Lonnie
now resides in Las Vegas, where you
can find him playing at the Fremont
Street Experience weekly, among some
other great gigs.  

Pulling double duty in this, his first
issue, Ted “Blyss” Gould provides us
with a review of the Vigier Passion IV

Tom Bowlus, Editor-in-Chief

How I See it
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NS Design
NXT Series
Omni Bass

Quick Look Ned’s first electric double basses maintained the

string length of their full-sized wooden forefathers

at 42”; and as such, perhaps appeal more to

players who have experience with this scale

length. However, the 42” scale can be intimidating

to electric bassists unfamiliar with such a span.

The Omni bass line, with a 34” scale, was designed

to provide a similar playing experience, with a

more familiar size and string length.

First Impression

As a bassist who has been playing double bass for

a long time now, the first thing I had to do was

turn that part of my brain off. While the Omni has

some double bass traits, it’s quite its own thing. If

you expect it to be a “double bass in a smaller

package,” your expectations are off the mark.

The Omni is small, light and easy to move around;

something double basses aren’t. The Omni comes

standard with “The Boomerang™ Strap System” –

two articulating arms connected to a center pivot

that let you wear the Omni horizontally, more or

less like a standard electric bass. A tripod stand

and endpin are optional equipment, and put the

Omni in a vertical plane. The tripod stand provides

stable, fixed support for the bass, while the

endpin lets the instrument move with the player.

Also optional is a kit to convert the tripod stand to

hold the Omni while using the endpin attachment.

All three attach to the Omni quickly and easily

with one fastener on the back of the bass. The

Omni comes with a gig bag that holds both the

instrument, and the stand of your choice.

The Omni CR is an active instrument with both

piezo and mag pickups. The NXT Series Omni

reviewed here is passive, with a high-impedance

output, and uses the self-powered Polar™ Pickup

System, which includes a pizz/arco selector to help

voice it for those uses. The NXT also uses NS

Design’s JackPot™ potentiometers for volume and

tone. Conventional passive volume and tone

controls work by siphoning a portion of the output

signal to ground, and continue to hold back a

By Alan Loshbaugh

The Company Line

Beginnings don’t always begin the way you think

they might; and one of the neat things about

getting to work here at Bass Gear Magazine is

getting to know a little more about stuff like this.

Take NS Design, as an example. Ned Steinberger

was born to build basses, you might think. And

while you’re certainly right, Ned didn’t walk

straight down that path. Ned graduated with a

BFA in sculpture from the Maryland Institute of Art

in 1975 and started out working for Thronet

Industries, designing industrial furniture. Some of

his early designs are still being produced today!

He shared space in a Brooklyn woodworking co-op

with bass luthier Stuart Spector.

In 1976, Ned designed the NS model for Spector –

a distinctive bass, with both curved front and back

that continues to be popular over 30 years later.

Steinberger Sound followed, and the Steinberger

L2 was shown at Summer NAMM in 1979. Ned did

away with traditional shapes, materials, and

components with the composite L-series basses

and revolutionized bass design in the process. By

1982, demand for his revolutionary basses was

outpacing production by 300%. The rest, as they

say, is history. Though Steinberger Sound was sold

to Gibson in 1986, Steinberger remains a design

consultant for Gibson, and Steinberger basses and

guitars are still in production today.

Steinberger’s success with non-traditional

instrument design continued down a new path

when in 1990, Ned decided to focus on bowed

instruments and founded NS Design, which

produces electric double basses, cellos, violas and

violins: “Bowed electric instruments have been

made since the mid-Thirties. Unfortunately, most

of these instruments are the victims of the

misplaced idea that an electric instrument should

sound exactly like its acoustic predecessor. I want

to take it a step further; I want to see what these

instruments can do when they are set free.” 
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Manufacturer: NS Design

Model: NXT5 Omni Bass

Made in: Czech Republic

Body: Maple

Neck: Maple

Fingerboard: Ebony

Bridge: Aluminum bridge and saddle
assembly, with piezo pickup system

Tuners: NS’s own patented, self-clamping
precision tuning machine. Accepts all single

ball-end electric bass guitar strings.

Pickups: Polar Pickup System; piezo

Preamp: none/passive

Controls: Volume, Tone

Strings: D’Addario, specially made for NS
Design

Scale Length: 34”

Fret Count: fretless

Weight: 7.2 lbs

Accessories: NXT gig bag, Boomerang Strap
System, allen keys

Warranty: 3 years

Price: $2,195/$1,599 (MSRP/street)

portion of the pickup’s signal, even when turned

up all the way. The JackPot incorporates a rotary

switch that disengages the ground when turned

fully clockwise, delivering 100% of the

instrument’s signal.

The NXT Omni has a solid maple body and neck,

and an ebony fingerboard. The bridge is height

adjustable, and the Omni also has a truss rod

adjuster, so dialing in action to suit an individual

player’s preferences is relatively simple, and easy. 

A Closer Look

The NXT Omni’s Boomerang Strap is an interesting

thing. The two articulating arms kinda hug your

body and position the bass, while allowing it to

move about freely as you play. I wasn’t really

comfortable with this, but that may well be my

personal expectations of “wanting it to feel

double bass-ish.” No problem, it’s super easy to

switch to either the tripod or end pin; both of

which are more closely aligned with that

expectation. On the tripod stand, you can again

readily position the Omni at a height that feels

good, and then move it about to a tilt and angle

that feel good to you. I liked this better than the

Boomerang. However, the tripod makes you

choose one position, and then stay there. Again,

not quite in line with my personal preferences.

Of the three choices, the end pin lets it feel most

like playing a double bass. It also puts the bass in

a  vertical position, and lets you easily move

around as you play. Because the Omni is 34” scale,

instead of 42”, I had to change my right hand

technique; but, the end pin stand definitely was

most comfortable for me and my “double bass

biased experience and expectations.” The neck’s

profile and fingerboard radius felt very natural to

me. The profile is a nice-feeling deep C shape,

much like my double bass. The fingerboard radius

is curved enough to support bowing, and not so

curved that pizzicato playing was hindered. Well

done! The Omni’s slim-line body means you have

super easy access to notes all up and down the

neck. Playing in the higher register certainly was

never this easy on my double bass!

The JackPot passive volume and tone work as

you’d expect a passive circuit to work, and provide

a nice range of adjustment. The pizz/arco settings

change the Omni’s voicing in useful ways, but play

around with them: they’re useful beyond their

labels!

Lasting Impressions

If you come to the Omni expecting it to feel and

sound just like your double bass, I think you’ll find

your expectations misdirected. The Omni is

designed to be different. Given that, the NXT Omni

is a well crafted, interesting and fun bass to play.

The Boomerang, tripod and end pin systems

provide a quick, easy setup; and make finding a

comfortable playing position no problem. The

Polar Pickup System, passive volume and tone,

and pizz/arco selector provide a wide range of

voices that make the Omni an articulate and

expressive instrument, and it’s fun to play. If

you’re in the market for an electric upright, the

NXT Series Omni is both well done and cost

effective and worth an audition. Check it out!
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Quick Look
MXR M83 Bass
Chorus Deluxe
Pedal

Phase 90, which exists as both a “’74 Vintage

Phase 90” complete with script graphics, as well

as the standard later model. Newer innovations

from Dunlop now accompany those pedals in the

product line, such as the bass-specific pedals,

which fall under the MXR Bass Innovations

division, as of July of 2011. There are currently nine

bass-specific pedals, including the model

reviewed here. 

First Impressions

The Bass Chorus Deluxe is new for 2013, and

there’s a lot to absorb on this pedal, because it’s

really a dual-personality device with lots of

adjustability. It’s built on a pure analog “bucket-

brigade” design, which means the signal is

processed in stages, where each stage dumps into

the next stage in a cascading fashion (a series of

capacitors, to be exact, for you techies out there).

The fact that it’s a pure analog process also means

you don’t get any artifacts from converting your

bass’s analog signal to digital for processing, and

then back to analog again for your amplifier to

then receive. The result is a rich, complex tone

that’s sweet to the ears.

The three controls we’re already familiar with are

for the Intensity of the effect, the Rate of

modulation (which the LED pulsates in sync with),

and the Width, or range of pitch shift of the effect.

What’s special about this pedal is the rest. There

are two tone controls for the effected sound. The

Bass control is +8dB/-11dB centered at 100Hz, with

the center position being about -2dB. The Treble

control is +/-14dB at 10kHz (centered is flat). These

come in very handy to fatten up and add

crispness to the effected sound to help bring out

those harmonics and rich low end.

The X-Over switch is probably the coolest part of

this pedal, and definitely my favorite feature. This

control does two things. It adds dry bass, boosted

By Vic Serbe

The Company Line

MXR Innovations started in the early ‘70s, co-

founded by Keith Barr (later founder of Alesis),

Terry Sherwood (later founder of A.R.T. – Applied

Research & Technology), and Michael Laiacona

(later founder of Whirlwind USA). The first MXR

product was the Phase 90 phase-shift pedal. While

they didn’t invent the phase-shift effect, what

they did do is produce the first one that was

compact and road-worthy enough to become

popular with gigging musicians. In the

early years, called the “Script period”

due to the graphics on the units, the

pedals were manufactured in the

basement workshop of one of the

MXR founders, and were even

screen-printed by hand.

Through the ‘70s and up until

the late ‘80s, MXR expanded

the product line to add

pedals, and even get into

rack-mount and desktop

effects products. Some

of their products were

used by bassists,

though they never

produced any

bass-specific

products. In

1987, Jim

Dunlop

purchased the

brand, and that’s the

way things remain today. Dunlop

is, of course, probably best known for the Cry Baby

wah pedal, which Dunlop claims is the #1 best

selling pedal in the world for over 28 years.

Dunlop currently manufactures both vintage and

newer versions of the MXR pedals, such as the

10 bass
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Manufacturer: Dunlop Manufacturing

Model: Bass Chorus Deluxe (M83)

Made In: USA

Enclosure: Aluminum, Hammond 1590B Style

Voltage: 9V DC

Battery Operation: Yes

Inputs: ¼” Mono Jack, 2M Ohm, 9VDC jack

Outputs: ¼” Stereo Jack, Tip (mono) 600 Ohm,
Ring (stereo) 3.3K Ohm

Controls: Bass, Treble, Intensity, Rate, Width

Other Features: True hardware bypass, Xover
(crossover) switch, Flanger switch

Dimensions: 2.5”H x 5.5”D x 4.5”W

Weight: About 8 oz., with battery

Warranty: 1-year limited

Price: $298.68/169.99 (MSRP/street)

by 7.5dB at 20Hz and 3dB at 100Hz, but it also

reduces the level of effected bass by 18dB at 20Hz

and 3dB at 160Hz. Basically, it allows clean lows to

be paired with effected highs. There’s an LED

indicator to show when this control is engaged.

The Flanger switch simply switches the pedal from

the default chorus mode to flanger mode, and all

other controls work the same as when in chorus

mode. There’s an LED to show when this control is

engaged. It’s a true bypass pedal, which means

when the pedal is disengaged, your signal is 100%

preserved from input to output... no signal

degradation at all. There’s an internal switch to

change the output from the default Mono to

Stereo (tip/ring/sleeve).

A Closer Look

I generally don’t use a lot of signal processing –

because I really like the punch and dynamics of

the dry signal – so I appreciate it when an effect

is not only tuned/voiced specifically for the bass,

but also designed to to preserve dynamics and

punch. There are a few things about this pedal

that bring that to the forefront: the EQ, the

crossover, and the native voice of the chorus itself.

I’ve played chorus pedals before that didn’t have

EQ on them, like this one does, so I was surprised

to find how much I actually used the EQ on the

M83. Granted, I used it sparingly, but I did use it. I

found boosting the lows and highs just a tad to be

very effective in enriching the sound without it

being “artificial.”

I really thought I’d use the crossover pretty much

all the time, but with the way this pedal is

designed to not stomp all over your sound, my

dynamics and punch were well-maintained, even

without using the control. But what a sweet sound

it is when using it ... like a very musical built-in

wet/dry blend control. I generally prefer chorus to

flange for pitch effects, so I rarely used the flange

mode, but it sounded great to me – probably this

pedal is designed to be a bit on the milder side.

The stereo option is kind of a cool feature, but I

definitely see why this is not the default mode,

and, it’s not easy to switch between modes. Since

it requires a double rig set up to support it, I see it

as not being commonly used, and as such, not

worth a dedicated external control.

Lasting Impressions

This pedal is probably my favorite chorus to date.

With other chorus pedals, the key was not only

adjusting intensity, but also blending dry signal

with effected signal to get the punch back in your

sound. But this pedal approaches things in a way I

like. It gives you more intelligent control over an

effected signal, so it’s more about effect settings

than it is a blend control (or using in a parallel

effects loop, for example). I love this approach,

and I hope they continue to do more with this

design model. It’s built like a tank, easy to use,

and won’t break the bank at about $170. I

recommend you check one out for yourself.

11bass
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Quick Look brethren. The Clean knob allows you to blend an
unaffected, “clean” signal with your effected
signal. Independent control over the level of the
effected and clean signals helps you to get the
overdrive tone that you’re after, while still
maintaining a full, focused tone.

These level controls (for Drive and Clean) occur
upstream of the onboard compressor. A small
toggle switch allows you to select between a High
level of compression, a Mid level of compression,
and compression Off. The compressor can be
further tweaked by adjusting internal trim pots
which control the threshold and ratio, although
the changes made to the ratio trim pot only
affects the Mid compressor setting.

Power to the unit is provided via a 9V DC input
jack, or from a 9V battery. A power adapter is not
included, but almost all of us have a 9V adapter or
two laying around, so this is not a huge deal. You
also have the battery power option, of course.

A Closer Look
Despite the somewhat atypical control layout, the
Signature Drive is pretty much plug-and-play
friendly after only a short “getting acquainted”
period. Setting the Drive level is pretty
straightforward, though you’ll definitely want to
revisit this setting as you tweak the other three
knobs. Level and Clean do exactly what they are
supposed to do. The ability to dial in your desired
level of clean signal is pretty much indispensible,
once you get used to having it on hand. I
preferred the Clean turned all the way up, or close
to it. This let me maintain a similar level of low-
end fullness when switching the effect on/off.

The Tone control, however, doesn’t really respond
the way that most controls of the same name
perform, and it takes a bit of getting used to. On
the Signature Drive, the Tone control varies the
frequency of a scoop applied to the drive signal
(from 175Hz to 4.5kHz), with a fixed Q of 0.6. On
many other overdrive/distortion pedals, the
“drive” knob is more or less a high frequency roll-
off. This knob, however, allows the mighty purple

EBS
Billy Sheehan
Signature
Drive Pedal

By Tom Bowlus

The Company Line
EBS has been around for over 25 years, and is
synonymous with high-quality bass amplification.
Billy Sheehan has been rocking audiences for over
40 years, and is a known perfectionist with regard
to both his playing and his tone. When I first
heard that Billy and EBS would be working
together on a signature pedal, I knew we were in
for something good. After playing through the

Billy Sheehan Signature Drive
pedal at the 2013 Winter NAMM
Show, I immediately knew that I
had a Best of Show Award winner
in my hands. Much to my delight,
those nice Swedes at EBS were
kind enough to send us a unit for
review.

First Impressions
“Purple!” Yup, that was my first
impression. This signature color
definitely made the Billy Sheehan
Signature Drive pedal stand out
from the rest of the (most
excellent) EBS pedal lineup, which
features predominately dark,
charcoal-grey enclosures, with
white and blue highlights. The
other exception would be the first
signature pedal introduced by EBS,
the Stanley Clarke Signature Bass

Wah-Wah (done up in glorious red). This is a
smart move, in my opinion. If you are going to
associate yourself with some of the greatest
players on the planet, and hang their name on a
signature pedal, you certainly want to draw
attention to this fact.

Much like other fuzz/overdrive pedals, the
Signature Drive allows you to adjust the intensity
of the effect (Drive knob), the overall tonal shift
applied to the effect (Tone knob), and the signal
level of the effect (Level knob). A less-common,
but greatly appreciated, control – the Clean knob
– sits to the right of its more well-known
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Manufacturer: EBS
www.ebssweden.com

Made in: China

Enclosure: Metal

Inputs: 1/4”(700kOhm), 9V Adapter

Output: 1/4”

Controls: Drive, Tone, Level, Clean, Comp,
High/Mid/Off

Other Features: 1/4” TRS Connections for clean
loop and drive loop,

internal trim pots adjust compression
threshold/ratio (in Mid/High mode)

Dimensions: 3.5” x 4.5” x 1.5”

Weight: 1.07 lbs.

Warranty: 2 year limited

Price: $349.95/$199.95 (List/Street)

pedal to morph through a wide range of tones:
from a big, ballsy overdrive when set counter-
clockwise, to a more “boxy” drive in the middle,
to a thinner, cutting drive set fully clockwise, to
lots in between. It was actually a little frustrating
to use, at first, because of the wide range of tones
allowed, but once you get comfortable with the
control, you will appreciate the tone-shaping
power it conveys.

The Billy Sheehan Signature Drive pedal could
have stopped with the four controls mentioned
above, and they’d still have a winner on their
hands. Fortunately, neither EBS nor Billy stopped
there... An onboard compressor is certainly a
useful feature, and EBS knows a thing or two
about compressors (MultiComp, anyone?). The
three different compression options
(High/Mid/Off) selectable by the mini-toggle
switch on the front panel almost function like
three different banks of overdrive tones. Each
setting has a very distinct feel. Setting the switch
to High not only bumps up the overall volume,
but it also allows for greater articulation, while
maintaining a high level of overdrive. Turning the
compressor off was perhaps the most natural
(typical?) sounding overdrive, but my favorite
setting was Mid. Out of the box, the Mid setting
increased overall coherence, but without an
obvious compression effect. It was like a tighter
version of the Off setting. The really cool thing
about the Mid setting is that in this mode, the
internal trim pots for threshold (from -25 to +6dB)
and compression level, or ratio (up to a max of
5:1), are active, allowing you to further dial things
in to your liking.

But wait, there’s more! The addition of a separate
Clean Loop and Drive Loop opens up a world of
possibilities. Run your favorite “dirty” effects
pedals in the Drive Loop – or tweak the overdrive
tone with another EQ pedal – and run an octave
or synth off the Clean Loop; the sky’s the limit!
Billy explains, “This pedal is a distillate of several
important principles in the signal chain for bass.
Compression, distortion, tone-shaping and
blending all together.” They really have done a

great job of replicating much of the functionality
of Billy’s renowned rack rigs in a compact, stylish,
and affordable package. 

After having a ball with the Signature Drive pedal
for an hour or so, I felt compelled to do a little
A/B-ing with one of my “go-to” overdrive pedals,
the ValveDrive (also from EBS, of course!). I’ve
been gigging my ValveDrive for years, so I’m quite
comfortable with it and I know what it can do in a
live setting. A brief comparison was all it took to
confirm that these are two very different drive
pedals. The ValveDrive is thicker, woolier, and can
get more fuzz-like. The Signature Drive is more
cutting and clear. I have found the ValveDrive to
be very tricky when it comes to dialing the right
amount of drive, with the right amount of volume.
The Signature Drive gives you much more control
over this. Both pedals are quite flexible, but you
tweak them in very different ways. Broken down
to the most generalized of comparisons, the
ValveDrive sounds more “tube-like” (at least how
many folks think tube gear should sound), and the
Signature Drive is more “solid state-like” (in the
fashion of the really good solid state drive effects).

Lasting Impressions
This pedal looks great at first
glance, but the appeal only
deepens as you dig into all that
the Billy Sheehan Signature
Drive has to offer. The line of
pedals offered by EBS was
already pretty deep and diverse,
and included three drive pedals.
The Signature Drive slots nicely
into this mix, and does offer
something unique and
compelling. Billy Sheehan’s
involvement is very evident, and
I feel like we all owe him a big
favor for helping EBS craft a tool
which will serve a variety of
players very well.
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Quick Look
Dwarfcraft
Eau Claire
Thunder
Distortion
Pedal

knob is a smart addition, and it lets you back

down the gain from an excessively “hot”

instrument prior to the distortion circuit, so that

you don’t overload the effect before it can do its

thing.

The remaining controls are what really separate

the ECT from other fuzz pedals. The middle foot

switch is labeled “Toneblast,” and when it is

engaged, the Tone circuit is bypassed, which

increases the volume a bit, and flattens out the

frequency response – meaning more mids. The

lone mini-toggle controls the Timewarp option,

which disengages the clipping diode (resulting in

changes in both tone and attack). Up to this point,

the ECT offers you plenty of tools for dialing in

meaty, aggressive fuzz tones. To unleash the full

mayhem which this pedal has to offer, though,

involves the Feedback switch and corresponding

Feedback Tune knob. Depressing the temporary

Feedback switch sends the ECT into oscillation –

layering this “feedback” tone on top of the fuzz

effect. This is similar to the effect that you can get

by placing the pickups close to the speakers at

high volume, but it’s completely controllable, and

starts/stops exactly when you want it to. The

Feedback Tune knob adjusts the pitch/tone of the

feedback generated. Some of the settings are

truthfully a little bizarre-sounding (which could

be just the ticket, depending on what you are

after), but I was able to find a setting which

seems to generate an octave-up harmonic, and

that was my fave, for sure.

The brown metal case is on the larger size, but not

unreasonably so. The controls are spaced nicely,

and the switches and knobs all have a quality,

sturdy feel. The blue LEDs for effect on/off and

Toneblast on/off are extremely bright. No

mistaking what settings are engaged! The 1/4”

jacks for In and Out, as well as the 9V DC (2.1mm

center negative plug) connection, are located on

By Tom Bowlus

The Company Line

Based out of Eau Claire, Wisconsin, Dwarfcraft

Devices is a boutique pedal shop which builds

every pedal by hand. While most of their products

are aimed at guitar players, they take their bass-

specific pedals very seriously. I first heard their

Eau Claire Thunder bass distortion/fuzz pedal at

the 2012 Winter NAMM Show (where the ECT won a

BGM Best of Show Award), and I’ve been

hankering to get one in for review ever since.

First Impressions

The Eau Claire Thunder is a fuzz-based distortion

unit designed from the ground up to work well

with electric bass and to sound full through the

mids. While that’s a pretty good recipe to begin

with, the ECT is much more than just a full-

sounding fuzz pedal. The basic controls include the

Bypass switch (to turn the effect on/off),

Distortion knob (which adjusts how much

distortion is generated), Tone knob (which adjusts

the bass/treble emphasis), and the Volume knob

(which adjusts the volume of the effect). The Trim
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Manufacturer: Dwarfcraft Devices
www.dwarfcraft.com

Model: Eau Claire Thunder

Made in: USA

Enclosure: Metal

Input: 1/4” ,
9V adapter input

Output: 1/4”

Controls: Bypass, Toneblast, Feedback,
Volume, Tone, Distortion, Trim, Feedback Tune,

Timewarp

Other Features: 1/4” TRS connections for Clean
Loop and Drive Loop, internal trim pots adjust

compression threshold/ratio
(in Mid/High mode)

Dimensions: 5 5/8" x 4 3/5" x 2 3/8"

Weight: 1.0lbs

Warranty: Limited lifetime warranty

Price: $275.00

the top of the enclosure. Battery power is not an

option, and the unit does not ship with a DC

adapter, but most of us have a spare 9V adapter

or two, and the ECT worked well with any adapter

I tried with it. There are no feet on the bottom,

but a lot of folks will likely slap some Velcro® on

there, anyway (and rubber feet are easy to find

and add, if you are so inclined).

A Closer Look

While it is possible to dial in fairly subtle fuzz with

the ECT, that would be kind of like cruising around

in a ‘64 Vette at idle. This pedal has a lot of lush,

in-your-face tones to offer. The challenge is

finding which of the many tonal possibilities is

right for you. Oh, but what a fun challenge! As

mentioned above, at its basics, this is a full-

sounding fuzz pedal. Unlike most fuzz pedals, you

don’t lose low-end meat when the effect is

engaged, although you can dial in a more cutting,

thinner tone, if that’s what you are shooting for. I

crave fullness with my overdrive/fuzz tones,

though, and the ECT delivers that in multiple

flavors. The most simple way to get there is to hit

the Toneblast knob (and back down on the

Volume a bit). This takes the Tone circuit out of

the equation (and adjustments to the Tone knob

have no effect), but the Timewarp control is still

active. With the Toneblast engaged, setting the

Timewarp switch up gives a bit more definition.

Setting the switch in the down setting yields a

looser tone. With the Toneblast disengaged, the

Tone control behaves very differently, depending

on where the Timewarp switch is set. In the up

position, the tone is generally more bright and

thin, and with it set down, it’s generally more full

sounding. That being said, the Tone knob covers a

very broad range of tones in both settings.

The Eau Claire Thunder can definitely dial in a

more traditional fuzz tone, but it can also hit an

almost “synthy” kinda vibe. The same goes for

the internal Feedback loop. While I found the

octave-up harmonic setting (about “8:30” on the

dial), you can get some trippy, clipping synth

tones, as well. Since the note you are currently

playing affects the pitch of the Feedback (and of

course, also effects the underlying fuzz tone), you

should experiment with different Feedback Tune

settings, depending on where you are playing on

the fretboard. Fair warning, some of the settings

aren’t exactly “musical,” and the Feedback can

sound awesome, or awful, depending on how you

have things set up.

Lasting Impressions

The Eau Claire Thunder is a boutique pedal, and as

such, it has some unusual traits and unique

capabilities. It has the ability to deliver traditional

bass fuzz, but the ECT has a huge range of

expressions available on tap: from stoner rock, to

grunge, to doom, and then some. It takes some

time to dial it in, but your efforts will be duly

rewarded. The Feedback option really places the

ECT in a league of its own. It’s not for the meek of

heart, but if you have something unique to say,

the folks out in Eau Claire, Wisconsin want to help

you be heard.
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By Tom Bowlus

Back in issue #8, we

introduced you to Udo

Klempt-Gießing, the man

behind the “bell sound” of

German amplification icon,

Glockenklang. This was in the

context of a review their

heavyweight powerhouse,

the MOSFET-powered Heart-

Rock II. The HRII is the

biggest, heaviest and most

powerful of the Bassware

Line of amps from

Glockenklang. The Blue Soul,

reviewed here, is the latest

addition to the Bassware

Line, and the first class-D

head from Udo and

Glockenklang. Is this relative

lightweight up to task of

defending the honor of one

of the most revered amp

brands in the bass world?



To help the Blue Soul state its case, we paired it up
with the Glockenklang Double 2x12 bass enclosure.
Actually, we paired it up with a pair of these cabs (a
double Double!). The venerable Double enclosure
has been in the Glockenklang lineup for over a
decade, with little or no change. As such, it gives a
tried-and-true platform for testing this new bass
head design.

This review, and our cover photo, also provide an
opportunity to mention Udo’s son, Helge
Scharpenberg. Helge has worked for Glockenklang
since January, 2005, and he manages the cabinet
section, the onboard preamps, and other duties –
including final check before shipping, endorsement
requests, worldwide dealer support, and customer
support. In other words, he’s doing a lot of the
heavy lifting, and is a vital part of the Glockenklang
equation. 

Why So Blue?
I have been a long-time Glockenklang user and fan,
and I’ve been honored to know Udo personally for
several years. After the lightweight amp craze had
been in full swing for a while, I asked Udo when we
could expect to see a class-D Glockenklang head. I
can still recall Udo shaking his head a little, and
saying something to the effect of, “I’ve tried; it
doesn’t sound like a Glockenklang.” End of
discussion ... or so I thought. Needless to say, I was
intrigued when I heard that Glockenklang was going
to introduce its first lightweight, class-D head, the
Blue Soul. Knowing in my bones that Udo wasn’t
the kind of guy to compromise his design goals and
settle for something that didn’t quite hit the mark, I
asked Helge what changed, and why was
Glockenklang now ready to introduce a class-D
head. Helge responded, “Class-D technology has
improved over the last years. We tried a couple of
modules and settled down to one that fits our
requirements. That’s the only reason why we build
the Blue Soul. If there wasn’t an improvement, we
still wouldn’t build a class-D amp, because our goal
is the best sound.” Fair enough. Our testing here at
Bass Gear Magazine has certainly shown that many

improvements have, indeed, been made with regard
to class-D bass heads.

The Blue Soul incorporates many of the design
features which have made Glockenklang heads so
user-friendly and powerful. Similar to the Heart-
Rock II, there are two independent inputs (labeled
“Input A” and “Input B”), with a switch for
selecting between the two. Input A is the “normal”
input, with an input impedance of 3 megaohm. Input
B is for higher-gain instruments, with a pre-gain
trim control to tame down hotter instruments (up to
-20dB), and an input impedance of 4.7 megaohm.
The Tune (mute) switch – and its red LED – sits to
the right of the Gain knob, and mutes all outputs,
except the Tuner Out jack, which resides just below
the switch. 

With regard to the Gain control, we should mention
once again that when the Overdrive LED starts
flickering at the highest and loudest peaks, you have
achieved “optimal” input gain for the preamp.
However, you can drive the input gain well beyond
this “optimal” point (+4dB) – all they way up to
+20dB beyond this point, in fact. You get a little
grit/grind/drive, but it is of the “controlled and
musical” variety. Much like the Heart-Rock II, there
is a huge range of clean gain to be had, but you can
push the input gain to add some nice harmonic
content.

There is a bypass control for the EQ section, and
like all Glockenklang heads, the Blue Soul sounds
fantastic in bypass mode (which is how I run my
Glock heads the majority of the time). Should you
need a little EQ, the tone stack is identical to that of
the Heart-Rock II, and features center frequencies
set at 60Hz (Bass), 130Hz (Low), 550Hz (Mid),
4.2kHz (High) and 12kHz (Treble). The numerical
legend surrounding each knob tells you right up
front how much boost/cut is on tap: +/- 15dB for
Bass and Treble, +/- 12dB for Low and High, and
+/- 8dB for Mid. A green LED indicates if the EQ
section is active or bypassed. As we found with the
HRII, the EQ section feels very controlled and
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most Glockenklang heads are designed to yield a
musical, usable overdrive when you push the front
end, and the Blue Soul is no exception. You can use
the Input B and its corresponding trim control to
fine-tune the overdrive, which is nice. The Gain
knob is somewhat noisy when you are turning it,
though all the rest of the knobs are entirely silent
during adjustment. This is normal, and it is a trait
shared by all of my Glockenklang heads.
Glockenklang heads are designed to produce clean,
clear, “bell-like” tones, and to do so with minimal

predictable; the rate of change in either boost or cut
mode is quite linear.

The parallel effects loop (now referred to as
“Effect/MP3”) can be switched on/off via a button on
the front panel or by footswitch. The Effect/MP3 Gain
knob varies the gain of the effects loop by +/- 5dB. The
Effects/MP3 knob controls the mix of the effects loop
from 0% (original signal only) to 100% (effect only).  A
yellow LED indicates when the loop is active. The
Volume knob controls not only the output section, but
also the level of the Phones Out jack (located on the
rear). As with the HRII, this pot has a logarithmic taper,
and you will have to turn it up to 3 or 4 o’clock to get
full output power. The main power switch is located on
the far right of the front panel. When powered on, the
LED immediately above the switch glows blue. If the
red Protect LED lights up, it means one of the
protection circuits has kicked in and the speakers are
disconnected. The yellow Peak LED illuminates when
the output section starts to clip.

On the back panel, we find two Speakon® speaker
outputs, footswitch jacks for the tune/mute function and
effects loop in/out, the parallel effects Loop Send and
Return/MP3 In jacks, Phones out jack, Ground Lift
switch, and a balanced XLR DI with a pre/post EQ (and
effects) switch. A button on the rear panel changes the
Return/MP3 In from mono to stereo. The DI does not
have a level control, and the signal is pre-Volume
control, but post-Gain. Unlike the HRII, the Blue Soul
has a detachable AC power cord. Power output is rated
at 650 watts into 4 ohms, and 350 watts into 8 ohms.
The Blue Soul can be ordered in an alternate
configuration which is optimized for max power (650
watts) into a 2.7-ohm load (450 watts into 4 ohms, and
240 watts at 8 ohms).

Under the Microscope
When I get a new amp to play with, one of the first
features which I try to come to grips with is the initial
gain stage. The Gain knob on the Blue Soul feels pretty
linear up through about 8 on the dial, at which point I
experienced a big jump in apparent gain, and the
overdrive gets fairly prevalent. As previously noted,
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coloration. To this end, the EQ bypass option is very
useful, and if everything else in your signal chain is
up to snuff, often, the best results can be obtained
by skipping the tone controls entirely. However, if
you do feel the need or desire to fine tune, Udo and
crew design some of the best tone-shaping circuits
in the business. The EQ points are well-chosen, and
tried-and-true. With the Bass and Low controls, you
can use a boost to one and a corresponding cut to
the other in order to sculpt a variety of low-end tone
profiles, while keeping the overall level of the lows
the same. The Mid control has usable variation
across its entire range of boost and cut. Even at full

boost, it is not “boxy,” while full cut is not anemic.
While I do find that a mid scoop on some amps can
enhance the slap tone, the Mid control on the Blue
Soul didn’t seem to be ideal for this purpose, on its
own. Similar to the interaction between the Bass and
Low controls, the Treble and High controls can also
be manipulated to fine-tune the high end (and
dialing in the highs in this fashion, combined with
cutting the Mid a bit, seemed yield my best slap
tones). Tweaking the Treble control was a little more
meaningful for my tone than were adjustments to
the High control. Boosting both the Mid and High
knobs gets you some really barky tones.



In fact, this is a major strength of the Blue Soul
head. It is incredibly noise-free, even when the Gain
is turned up. One of the few heads which I found
could match the Blue Soul in this regard was the
new Demeter HBP1-800D. The Demeter was just as
quiet, and similarly pristine, but sounds a bit more
lively than the Blue Soul. Conversely, the Blue Soul
is the more solid and smooth of the two.

After spending a lot of time playing the Blue Soul
through a variety of cabs, using a number of
instruments, and then comparing it to several other
bass heads, the characteristics which really stand out
include: great tonal balance from top to bottom,
smooth presentation, tight lows, just the right
amount of warmth, and a pristine high end which
stays pure, even when you push the volume hard. 

Seeing Double
As mentioned above, the Double 2x12 bass
enclosure has been in the Glockenklang lineup for a
long time (since at least 2002). It employs two Volt
12” drivers (with ceramic magnets) and a Fostex
FH47 horn. The 2x12 format seems to be enjoying a
bit of renewed life at the moment, but it’s been a

One of my benchmark heads is the Glockenklang Bass
Art Classic, so what better head to compare against the
Blue Soul? Head to head, the BAC is a little noisier, but
also a little more burly. Despite the rated power numbers
favoring the Blue Soul, from a “seat of your pants”
perspective, the BAC feels a little more powerful. This
speaks to the strengths of the BAC, and certainly no
weakness on the part of the Blue Soul. The EQ systems
are set up quite differently, and it should be noted that
the Bass Art Classic is part of Glockenklang’s top-end
Bass Line, versus the Bassware Line (which includes
both the Blue Soul and the Heart-Rock II). Overall, the
BAC has a bit more life and body, while the Blue Soul
sounds more technically precise.

Comparing to another strong performer in the compact,
class-D bass head world – the GK MB Fusion 800 – that
familiarity with the Gain knob becomes important. The
Blue Soul has more usable gain past noon than most
amps, and I definitely had to set the gain knob higher on
the Blue Soul than I did on the GK in order to get the
best results. Dialing in both heads for maximum useable
output through a pair of Doubles, the GK was clearly
the louder of the two. The Blue Soul proved itself to be
the more quiet of the two, in terms of unwanted noise.
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penchant for bringing out the best “growly” tones.
By comparison, the Double conveys more
smoothness, balance, neutrality, and control. These
are two of the best 2x12’s on the planet, and I find
it very impressive that the “old man” of the 2x12
crop stands the test of time so well.

At 66.6 pounds, it’s not a featherweight, but the
dimensions and the excellent side handles make the
Double “portable enough.” Glockenklang does offer
a “Light” version of the Double, which shaves off
12 pounds, through innovative “sandwich” cabinet
construction (the drivers are identical). When I
asked Helge why they have not introduced a
neodymium-based 2x12 to go along with the Blue
Soul, he replied, “We still use the Volt 12” – they’re
the best 12” speakers I have ever heard. We tried to
find other ones with neodymium magnets, but so
far, we haven’t found one that fits our requirements.
Very sad ...”

A Night Out on the Town
My Doubles have seen a good number of gigs,
typically paired up with my trusty 300-watt

viable option for bass enclosures for quite a while. In
the Double, the two drivers are stacked diagonally,
which increases the width slightly (and makes for
great stacking with the Duo or Quattro 2x10 and
4x10 cabs, respectively), but keeps the height of the
cab at a nice level – high enough to work well as a
standalone cab, short enough to allow for stacking a
pair.

The Doubles we are testing here happen to be my
personal cabs, and I’ve had them on numerous gigs,
and put them up against some of the best cabs in the
business. Through it all, they have remained some of
my absolute favorite bass enclosures. Looking over
my notes from an informal 2x12 shootout I did a
couple of years back, I see comments like, “the
Glock has a more convincing, natural high end,”
and, “the Glock is more even and balanced through
the mids.” But it’s great down low, too! “Glock is
more warm and full,” “Glock is tighter down low.”
More recently, I compared my old Glockenklang
Double against the new – and very impressive –
Bergantino HD212 (also equipped with ceramic
drivers). The HD212 is a nicely balanced cab, with
strong mids, “punch” all over the place, and a
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the characteristics
which really stand out
include: great tonal
balance from top to
bottom, smooth

presentation, tight
lows, just the right

amount of warmth, and
a pristine high end
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The Bottom Line
Glockenklang has made a habit out of
delivering jaw-droppingly great gear to bassists
around the world. Their heads and cabs are
among the best of the best. The Double bass
enclosure has stood the test of time as one of the
best examples of the 2x12 configuration. It
plays nicely with anything you want to throw at
it. With the Blue Soul, Glockenklang has finally
entered the class-D market. I am so glad that
Udo waited until he found the right design,
because this head definitely sounds like a
Glockenklang.

Glockenklang Heart-Core head (an under-
appreciated, over-achieving performer, if you ask
me!). I was eager to see what the Blue Soul “double
Double” rig would do on a gig. The four-piece rock
band for this gig featured a guitarist ripping through
a Marshall half-stack, and a drummer capable of
hitting the skins with a reasonable degree of force.
Drums, guitar and vocals were in the PA; bass was
not. I definitely had more power on hand than I
needed, but it was a tough room when it comes to
bass traps in some areas, and excessive boominess in
others. After playing around a bit with the Bass and
Low settings, I found a happy medium. Goosing the
Treble control a bit proved to be the final tweak.
Most of the night, a clean, full tone worked the best,
but several songs called for some fairly heavy
overdrive/fuzz (via various pedals), and the Glock
rig handled this gloriously.



TEST RESULTS
1-5 (unacceptable to impeccable)

SONIC PROFILE:

Lows: Authoritative and powerful, but tight and controlled

Mids: Warm and full, but clear throughout its range; even and

balanced

Highs: Natural, convincing high end

GENERAL

Company: Glockenklang
Eimterstrasse 147
D-32049 Herford
Germany
Phone: ++49-5221-51506
www.glockenklang.de

Country of origin: Germany
Year of Origin: 2004
Warranty: 3 years 
List price: $1,814 ($2,159 for the Light version)
Street price: $1,619 ($1,927 for the Light version)
Options: None
Accessories: None
Available colors: Black

Acquired from: Private Owner
Dates: March-July 2013
Locales: Ohio
Test gear: Glockenklang Blue Soul, MTD 535, Skjold Exotic Custom 4, 

Lakland 44-64 Custom

The Double is full, smooth and neutral

sounding, with great balance from the

lows through mids. Its warmth does

not inhibit clarity or articulation.

In-Hand Score
4.17 average
On-Bench Score
4.36 average

b
as

s
g
ea

r
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st Glockenklang

Double

On-bench
Portability 3.5
Road Worthiness 5
Components 4
Hardware 4
Cabinet Construction 4.5
Wiring 4.5
Cover/Finish 5

In-hand
Features: 4
Tonal Flexibility: 4
Ease of Use: 4
Aesthetics: 4
Tone: 5
Value: 4

Enclosure

Configuration: 2x12
Listed Impedance: 8 ohms
Rated Power Handling: 500 watts
Inputs/Outputs: Two Neutrik® Speakon®
Dimensions: 24.5”w x 22.5”h x 17.1”d 
Weight: 66.6 lbs
Ports: Front-ported (single round port)
Covering: Water-based structured coating
Baffle Board: 23mm Baltic ply birch
Cabinet: 18mm Baltic ply birch
Grill: Powder-coated steel (2mm)
Handles: Two (metal; side-mounted)
Feet: Four, rubber
Casters: No
Corners: Plastic, stacking
Driver Mounting: 8 screws

Drivers/Crossover

Woofers: Volt Ps12/200
Cone Material: Paper
Voice Coil: Copper (64mm diameter)
Magnets: Ceramic 
Tweeter/Mid: Fostex FH47
Tweeter/Mid Adjustment: Attenuator
Protection: PTC resistor
Speaker Connections: Soldered
Crossover: 2-way, 2nd order, crossed at 2.5kHz
Options: "Light" version (12 lbs less)

Measurements

Average Sensitivity (200Hz-900Hz): 102.2 dBSPL (1 watt @ 1 meter)

TONE-O-METER



eight wood screws. This is where I habitually state
my preference for threaded bolts; over the life of an
enclosure, you may have to remove/replace drivers
several times, and wood screws can lose their bite if
you need to do this too many times. Of course, if
the drivers never give you cause to remove them,
then this may be a minor point. The Fostex FH47
tweeter (8-ohm, 100-watt) is held in place by four
wood screws (which are typically fine for the less-
demanding task of holding a tweeter in place).

The entire enclosure is lined with studio-grade “egg
crate” acoustic insulation. The cabinet is cross-
braced and constructed of birch plywood, with
18mm boards used for the sides and back, and
23mm for the front baffle. The heavy gauge wiring
is soldered in place, and the runs are neat and tidy.
The finish is both durable and good-looking. The
test unit happens to be my personal cab, and it has

Sure, Glockenklang is known for making great-
sounding gear, but they also make very sturdy gear,
and the Double bass enclosure is no exception. It is
neither the smallest, nor the largest 2x12 on the
market. Despite being equipped with ceramic-
magnet drivers, it weighs in at just over 66 lbs,
which is very reasonable for its size. Glockenklang
does offer a “Light” version, which uses the same
drivers, but shaves off 12 lbs as a result of different
cabinet construction. In either configuration, the
dimensions and handle placement allow for a very
reasonable carry. The strong, sturdy square-aperture
grill is held in place by nine larger screws, and two
smaller screws, which also hold the name plate in
place. The grill is recessed about 1/4” and a
perimeter of gasket tape keeps things from rattling.

The cab being tested here is loaded with Volt
Ps12/200 drivers. The drivers are held in place by

Glockenklang Double

CAB 
LAB

Tom Bowlus’
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Fig. 1 Glockenklang Double impedance curve Fig. 2 Glockenklang Double on and off axis (dBSPL)

seen many gigs over a span of
years. Even so, the finish looks
brand new, and shows no signs of
scratches or dings. Udo refers to it
as “water-based structured coating.”
I refer to it as possibly the best
exterior cab coating in the business.
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In-Hand Score
4.17 average
On-Bench Score
3.54 average
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TEST RESULTS
1-5 (unacceptable to impeccable)

SONIC PROFILE:
Lows: Good control through EQ; inherently tight, but full
Mids: Very well balanced; smooth, yet quick
Highs: Pure and pristine, but not lacking in warmth

On-Bench
Internal Parts 3.00
External Parts 4.00
Overall Assembly 3.80
Ease of Repair 3.50
Instructions/Manual 3.00
Quality Per Price 3.50
Layout/Cooling 3.50

In-Hand
Features: 4
Tonal Flexibility: 4
Ease of Use: 4.5
Aesthetics: 4
Tone: 4.5
Value: 4

Smooth and pure, with enough power
and dynamics to translate almost any
style; the Blue Soul is very flexible, and
just beautiful through the upper mids to
highs.

TONE-O-METER

GENERAL

Company: Glockenklang
Eimterstrasse 147
D-32049 Herford
Germany
Phone: ++49-5221-51506
www.glockenklang.de

Country of origin: Germany
Year of origin: 2013
Warranty: 1-year parts and labor (3 years with registration)  
List price: $1,898.00
Street price: $1,694.00
Price as tested: $1,694.00
Options: Gig bag, footswitch
Accessories: None
Available colors: Black

Acquired from: Glockenklang
Dates: March-July 2013
Locales: Ohio
Test gear: Glockenklang Double, MTD 535, Skjold Exotic Custom 4,

Lakland 44-64 Custom

ENCLOSURE

Material: Steel
Dimensions: 12-5/8" W x 3-7/8" H (with feet) x 10-3/4" D (including front

panel controls and back panel jacksl)
Weight: 11 lbs 4 oz.
Rackable: Yes

PREAMP

Inputs: 2 x 1/4"
Mode: Analog
Tubes: N/A
Input Impedance: > 1.4 Megohm 200 Hz, 200 mV Sin (both channels)
EQ Type/Features: Bass shelving, Low bandpass, Mid bandpass, Hi bandpass, 

Treble shelving
Compressor/Limiter: No
DI Output: Yes - Balanced Output, Ground Lift, User-Selectable Pre or 

Post EQ
Effects Loop: Yes - Parallel, post EQ with mix control on front panel)
Dedicated Tuner Out: Yes (front panel)
Construction: PCB
Additional Features: Two inputs with pad on input B, Bypass on EQ, Headphones 

Out, Effects loop return can function as stereo MP3 In, Tuner 
mute switch, Ground lift

POWER AMP

Mode: Class-D
Tubes: N/A
Outputs: 2 x Speakon
Impedance Options: 4, 8
Power Supply/Transformer: Switch Mode
Cooling System: Fan
Line Voltage Options: 120

MEASUREMENTS

Full Bandwidth (EQ Bypassed): 20Hz - 20kHz +/- 0.59 dB; 200 mV swept sin input 
Full Bandwidth All Controls At Noon: 20Hz - 20kHz +/- 0.56 dB; 200 mV swept sin input 
Limited Bandwidth All Controls At Noon: 80Hz - 8kHz +/- 0.33 dB; 200 mV swept sin input 
Limited Bandwidth (EQ Bypassed): 80Hz - 8kHz +/- 0.1 dB; 200 mV swept sin input

POWER
4 ohms 8 ohms

Continuous Power: 559 watts 292 watts
Measured Voltage: 47.3Vrms 48.37Vrms

Burst Power: 571 watts 291 watts
Measured Voltage: 47.83Vrms 48.26Vrms

Input Signal: 170.7mVrms 171.0mVrms
Wall Voltage DUT: 119.9Vrms 118.5Vrms
THD+N: 1 1

Glockenklang
Blue Soul



AMP 
LAB

Tom Lees’

Glockenklang Blue Soul
As I get older in life, I find that my tastes and my
interests change. Hitting what I will call a “mid-
life” stride (note that I did not call it a “crisis”), I
decided (much to my family’s puzzlement) that my
new hobby is going to be sport tour motorcycle
riding. Stepping up to a BMW K-series bike, my
life changed. I am now basked with the luxury of
heated seats and handgrips, Bluetooth music and
integrated navigation, and all the miles of road I
choose to chew up. But all that is worthless if the
bike is not exhilarating, and the BMW does not
disappoint. Someone else said it best when they
indicated that the bike goes from 0 to a speeding
ticket as quickly as you can roll the throttle.

The point here is that German designs seem to
follow a similar theme. Cloaked in elegance and
basked with luxury, there is a hidden element of
power that is there for the plucking … if you are not
faint of heart. We saw that design philosophy

previously when we reviewed the Glockenklang
Heart-Rock II. So, will Glockenklang continue to
carry the German torch with the Blue Soul? The
only way to find out is to fire it up.

Construction
The Blue Soul sports a matte black front panel that
mounts to a matte black chassis using barrel-head,
Allen socket screws. This construction imparts a
professional, yet stylish look to the amp. On the
front panel, the knobs have a refined look about
them. Also, the knobs sport a clearly visible white
dot setting indicator and feel great to turn. As with
the Heart-Rock II, the distance between knobs is
generous, allowing the front panel room to include
scale markings with useful information.
Referring to Fig. 1, taking a peek under the hood,
we are once again greeted with Glockenklang’s red
circuit boards that carry the circuitry for the preamp
and I/O features of the amp. A switch-mode power

Fig. 1 Gut shot  
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FIG. 4 Bass frequency sweep

FIG. 3 Level 20-20k EQ bypassed

FIG. 2 Front panel

supply is seen toward the lower right side of the
amp bolted to the red main circuit board. However,
the real eye catcher is the Abletec Engineering
class-D amplifier module, sporting a blue circuit
board and dominating the interior volume of the
chassis.

Understanding the Amp
At first blush, this amp appears straight forward.
However, there are a few tricks up its sleeve.
Referring to Fig. 2, working from left to right, there
are two inputs, labeled Input A and Input B. An A/B
switch selects which input is passed to a gain stage.
However, the signal from Input B first passes
through a pre-gain trim (labelled “Trim Input B”).
Think of the trim knob as a way to dial back the
overall output of an instrument with hot pickups.
Plug your weaker bass into Input A, and your hotter
bass into Input B. Then use the Input B pre-gain
trim to take a little gain off the Input B signal so
that the level is balanced when switching
instruments. 

After selection of an input by the A/B switch, the
signal passes to a gain stage adjusted by the Gain
control knob. Here, turn up the Gain control knob
until an overdrive LED beside the control begins to
flicker at highest and loudest peaks. This sets the
overall level for optimal processing. If you use the
effects loop, the above process should calibrate the
level of the effects loop to about +4 dB.

Coming out of the gain stage, the signal passes
through to a tuner output, and is then coupled to an
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FIG. 5 Low frequency sweep

FIG. 6 Mid frequency sweep

FIG. 7 Hi frequency sweep

equalizer stage that can be bypassed by a switch on
the front panel. The controls of the equalizer section
offer adjustment of the Bass, Low, Mid, High and
Treble frequency ranges.

The signal passes from the equalizer stage to a
parallel effects loop. In this regard, the front panel
offers a switch to activate the loop, an Effect/MP3
Gain control that sets the effects return level and an
Effect/MP3 control. If I had one complaint about the
front panel, it’s the labeling of this control. The
Effect/MP3 sets the blend or balance between the
bass signal and the effects return. The blend ranges
from 0% to 100%, but the scale is 0-12. Thus, I
think that the label and the scale could be more
descript.

Because of the parallel nature of the effects loop,
the effects return can be used as a third input. The
trick here is that a switch on the back panel allows
the effects return to be converted from mono to
stereo, allowing the effect return to alternatively
function as a stereo input feed for an MP3 player,
stereo effect return or other desired signal source.

From the effects loop, the signal passes to a final
gain stage that is adjusted by the Volume knob seen
to the far right. This control also simultaneously
adjusts the level at the headphones jack on the back
panel.

The Tone Stack
As noted above, the tone stack is user bypassable,
which provides a ruler-flat response. Referring to
Fig. 3, the frequency response is illustrated with the
EQ bypassed. Our initial measurements show 20Hz-
20kHz +/- 0.6 dB. This is flat enough that there is
no need for our typical “optimally flat” screen shot.
As a side note, setting all controls at their “noon”
position (dot marker straight up), and engaging the
EQ, the frequency response is nearly identical to
that when bypassed.

Figs. 4-8 illustrate the frequency response of the
Blue Soul. As Fig. 4 illustrates, a sweep of the Bass
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FIG. 9 Scope monitor 1 kHz 1 percent THD+N

FIG. 10 Scope monitor 1 kHz 3 percent THD+N

FIG. 8 Treble frequency sweep

control shows a low shelf pretty close to the
manufacture specified 60Hz, providing over 15dB
of boost or cut. Referring to Fig. 5, a sweep of the
Low control shows a bandpass centered around
130Hz, with about 15dB of boost or cut. Referring
to Fig. 6, a sweep of the Mid control shows a
bandpass centered around 550Hz, with just under
9dB of boost or cut. Referring to Fig. 7, a sweep of
the High control shows a bandpass centered around
4.2kHz, with about 15dB of boost or cut. Referring
to Fig. 8, a sweep of the Treble control shows a
high shelf pretty close to the manufacture specified
12Hz, with a bit under 20dB of boost or cut. 

The equalizer sweeps show very little band
interaction, which should make this equalizer well
behaved, and very predictable. Moreover, the EQ
points seem to be selected at usable points, making
the equalizer a useful addition to the amplifier.

Output Power
Whereas the Heart Rock II was a beast, even at 1%
THD+N, the Blue Soul is a little more complicated
and colored, due in part, to what I am guessing is a
soft limiter. Glockenklang rates this amp at 650
watts into 4 ohms, 350 watts into 8 ohms. This
claim seems reasonable, with a caveat. We measured
560 watts into 4 Ohms, 1% THD+N, 170 mVrms
Input, 1kHz sin, with a burst power of 572 watts. A
screen shot of the sine wave input is illustrated in
Fig. 9.

Pushing the amp harder, we measured 647 watts
into 4 into 4 ohms, 3% THD+N, 185 mVrms Input,
1kHz sin, with a burst power also at 647 watts. A
screen shot of the sine wave input is illustrated in
Fig. 10. As Fig. 10 illustrates, when pushing the
amp, the peaks begin to gently roll off without the
hard clipping typical of hitting a voltage rail.
Pushing the amp further results in greater power
output at the cost of more rounded peaks. Also, note
that once the soft limiter kicks in, there is no more
reserve power to be had (unless you accept more
distortion). Pushing into 3% THD+N as our limit,
the available power for our burst signal was
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FIG. 12 Gain

FIG. 13 THD+N as a function of  Input FIG. 14 Level and distortion

FIG. 11 Burst response

identical to the steady state maximum output power
level.

Referring to Fig. 12, the gain response shows a
well-behaved amplifier with gain that remains ruler-
flat until the soft limiter begins to kick in. This
behavior is also seen in Fig. 13, in which we look at
THD+N as we sweep the input signal level for a
given set of amp settings. Referring to Fig. 14, this
plot shows us the level of the second and third
harmonics relative to the fundamental for a given
set of test conditions. As illustrated, the third
harmonic is slightly stronger than the second
harmonic.

Conclusion
This amp was really well behaved on the bench.
From its performance during testing, I would
consider this amp a strong contender for someone
looking for an amp that is capable of flat response
and that has a lot of power. On the other hand, you
have to know its limits. Instead of hiding power or
holding back, this amp lays it all out on the table.
That can be a good thing if you understand it, or it
can be a bad thing if you push the amp to its limits
and then expect more in terms of dynamic power. 
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By Lonnie NaVeau

In The Beginning... 
... there was just one man: Reiner
Dobbratz, a bass player, but also a
very skilled wood worker, learning
the trade from his father, Siegfried,
at 13 years of age. By 16, he was
building basses, and by the age of
18, he was using his basses on
stage, at which point he was able to
design and build basses that felt
good and worked for him. In 1987,
Reiner founded Le Fay in a small
town just outside of Hamburg,
Germany, called Kiebitzreihe.
Around 2000, Reiner’s’ brother,
Meik who also learned
woodworking from their father –
joined him in the company. Reiner
explains that as a company, they
strive to make the best instruments
possible, and it really shows. He
says, “The best Le Fay is the Le
Fay we never see again.” They are
continuing to add new models to
their line all of the time and have
built more than 1,800 custom
basses. 

They have several different basses
in their lineup, and offer various
pickups/configurations, fan-fret
fingerboards, fretless, headless and
more. All in 4, 5 and 6-string
models, which are custom hand-
crafted by Reiner and Meik, such as
the Midas, with its sharp cutaways
and ergonomic design. The Capone
sports a headstock with bollards to
retain the strings and a right-hand

Le Fay Herr Schwarz 5-String Bass
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tuning bridge, similar to that of a
Steinberger. The Pangton is a
headless bass with the new Le Fay
tuning bridge and comes in a few
different configurations, such as the
Pangton Steele fretless with a 28-
fret position stainless steel
fingerboard. Other models include
the Waran, with long sharp
cutaways; the Pulse was inspired by
a well-known American bass
manufacturer, and there are a few
other models. The Herr Schwarz is
the model we are looking at in this
review.

Look and Feel
At a glance, this bass has a
mysterious, dark appearance, which
is accentuated by its sleek body
cutaways and creative headstock
design, and is highlighted by a
small red Le Fay logo just above
the fingerboard. Nice placement,
since the headstock doesn’t really
allow for much. The acrylic, open-
pore, black satin finish allows you
to feel some of the natural grain of
the wood on this solid piece of ash.
Whether it’s the finish, the wood, or
a combination thereof, this thing
has sustain for days. 
The body has a nice contour that
seems to fit your body, no matter
how high or low you like to wear
your bass. It felt short for a 34”
scale, and it is actually slightly less
than 34”, at 33.86”. In similar
fashion, their 35” scale instruments
are actually 35.4”. It also felt a little
heavy for its size, but weighing in at
9.4 lbs, it still feels right. The Herr
Schwarz may be short on size, but
it’s big on sound. One of the first
things I noticed out of the case is

that it had three pickups, all J-style
single-coils (also made by Le Fay),
with two of them mounted close
together, near the bridge. The
pickups can be selected
individually, or in different
combinations, with the help of a 6-
way rotary knob. The pickups are
numbered from bridge to neck, 1-3,
and the 6-way selector is numbered
in the same fashion, 1-6. 1st
position-pickup 1, 2nd position-
pickups 1 and 2 parallel, 3rd
position-pickups 1 and 3 parallel,
4th position-pick up 3, 5th position-
pickups 1 and 2 serial and 6th
position- pickups 1 and 3 serial. It
also features the Le Fay active pre-
amp, with a push/pull,
active/passive volume knob, boost-
only bass and treble controls (up to
+9dB for each), and a passive tone
control which also works in active
mode. Nice! The control knobs are
custom-made, and match the body.
All three pickups are mounted on a
slight angle, which is just about
parallel with the bridge. This model
also comes with the optional
configuration of four pickups
mounted in two groups of two (with
two covers). The bridge, also a
custom Le Fay piece, places the
saddles at a slightly curved angle,
which is coincidentally just about
the same position the saddles will
normally occupy on most
conventional bridges. Kudos for a
very well-designed, easy to adjust
bridge. I suspect this also has
something to do with the extended
sustain on this bad boy. 

Moving up to the neck, it has a very
natural and ergonomic feel. The

Herr Schwarz has a somewhat
thinner neck, but when you wrap
your hand around this neck, it has
an impressive feel. The bolt-on
maple neck is also reinforced with
carbon, and sports a stainless steel
truss rod that is also custom made
by Le Fay (and balanced to every
individual neck). Reiner believes
that even the truss rod is a normal
tuning part of the bass that can be
used without worry of damaging
and adjusting, as their truss rod uses
minimal screw power. While
running my hand up and down the
neck, I could barely feel the ends of
the frets. The fretwork on this is
very impressive, especially with the
additional zero fret, which takes
some of the work out of adjusting
the action. There are some distinct
advantages with the zero fret. If you
change the gauges of strings used,
there would likely be no need for
additional adjustment to the nut, nor
would it affect the string height,
since it is already predetermined by
the zero fret. To top it off, they have
used lightweight Gotoh tuners with
a 20:1 gear ratio. From head-to-toe,
this bass is nothing short of stunning.

On the Gig
This baby performed flawless
playing a very wide variety of
music. Although at almost 9.5 lbs, it
still felt a little heavy to me, this is
a solid piece of wood and not
chambered, as some of the lighter
weight basses made. You can really
hear the difference in the sustain.
The open notes seem to last an
eternity without the help of any
effects. 
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band actually noticed a significant
difference in the sound onstage and
made compliments about how the
bass sounded.

On the next gig, a high-energy but
somewhat low-key wedding

reception, playing everything
from the classics and R&B
favorites, to reggae and new
pop, this bass performed on a
completely different level.
The bass has a real sweet
spot when slapping and
popping, and has an
excellent feel and
response that made it a
pleasure to play. With
all of the choices of
pickup configurations
and the pre amp, it
allowed me to dial
in just the right

On the first gig, a rather high-
energy variety rock show, this
covered all of the bases – no pun
intended. With some basses, as you
play harder, the tone begins to fall
apart, but not the case here. This
baby wants to fight back when you
dig in and give you a little more
with a touch of growl added in.
With the combination of
pickups, I was able to get any
of the tones needed for the
gig right there on the bass.
Whether just riding the
eighth notes, or in-your-
face heavy funk, this bass
exceeding my
expectations and made
the soundman happy.
What I may have been
more surprised about
was the fact that the



tone for every tune. My favorite
pickup configurations are selections
5 and 6 on the 6-way selector,
which are the first and second
pickups, and the first and third
pickups, respectively. Those
configurations and the pre amp
were enough to accommodate every
tone I needed. 

The Real Deal
The bottom line is that this bass
can, and will, do it all. The brothers
at Le Fay have crafted a spectacular
instrument and have garnered the
right to be considered two of the
most gifted luthiers in the world. It
feels great in your lap or strapped
around your neck. The sound is big,
round and very clean, but still has a
little bite when playing hard. I
actually thought I would miss the
lack of a midrange boost/cut, but
was amazed to hear that it was not
needed. Whatever the secret is to
the custom pickups, it seems makes
all the difference. And the fact that
they manufacture every component
in house at such a high level of
quality speaks volumes about the
company. As does their policy of
letting you test a bass before you
buy (you only pay for shipping if
you don’t end up keeping it). With
their extensive line of basses, they
have a bass for everyone. Without a
doubt, the Herr Schwarz is one of
the finest instruments I have ever
had the opportunity to play.
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TEST RESULTS
1-5 (unacceptable to impeccable)

SONIC PROFILE:
Lows: Big, round and tight
Mids: Distinctive and punchy
Highs: Sweet but not searing

In-hand
Features: 5
Tonal Flexibility: 4
Ease of Use: 4
Aesthetics: 5
Ergonomics: 4
Tone: 4
Value: 4

On-bench
Overall Construction 4
Wood Choice 5
Materials Choice 4
Joinery 5
Fretwork 4
Fit and Finish of Adornments 4
Quality of Finish Work 5
Ease of Repair 4
Potential Range of Setup 4
Balance on Knee 4
Balance on Strap 4
Overall Electronic Quality 5
Solder Joints, Wire Runs 5
Clarity 5
Noise 5
Shielding 5
Quality for Price Range 4

When it comes to tone, most bass players only

dream of a bass as complete as the Herr

Schwarz. Its three single-coil pickups and the

pre amp put this bass in its own class.

Perfection!

In-Hand Score
4.28 average
On-Bench Score
4.53 average
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CONFIGURATION

Strings: 5
Style: Double cutaway
Overall length: 45”
Body Dimensions: 20 1/2" long x 14 1/2" wide at lower bout
Body Contouring: Moderate
Weight: 9.35 lbs

NECK

Scale length: 33.86"
Neck width at nut: 1.864"
Neck width at 12th fret: 2.746"
Neck width at joint: 2.943"
Neck thickness at nut: .855"
Neck thickness at 1st fret: .781"
Neck thickness at 12th fret: .903"
Neck thickness at joint: .948"
String spacing at nut: 3.23-3.62"
String spacing at saddle: .690-.770"
Fingerboard Radius/Neckshape: 15-20” / Wide flat C
Peghead break angle: 14 deg
Bridge break angle: 27 deg
Afterlength at nut: 2.03-5.075"
Afterlength at saddle: 1.00"
Attachment: Bolt-on
Pocket gap: None
Truss rod type/access: Rolling wheel, double action / body end
Fret count: 22
Fretwire: 95x45

ELECTRONICS

Pickups: La Fey single coil
Pickup location(s), from 12th fret: 14 5/8", 13 3/8", 11"
Electronics: Langmaack by Le Fay
Controls: Push/Pull active/passive volume, 6-position rotary 

pickup selector, treble (boost only), bass (boost only), 
and passive tone control

Shielding: Foil
Preamp Circuit Voltage: 9V

CONSTRUCTION

Body woods: Ash
Neck woods: Bolt-on maple (5-piece)
Fretboard: Rosewood
Body finish: Acrylic open-pore black satin finish
Neck finish: Acrylic open-pore satin finish

HARDWARE

Strings: DR Handmade Fat Beams
Gauge: .045, .065, .085, .105, .130
Attachment: At bridge
Bridge/color: Le Fay / black
Nut: Zero Fret with ebony nut integrated in headstock
Tuners/color: Gotoh / black
Knobs/color: Custom / black
Pickguard: N/A
Control cavity cover: Black plastic

GENERAL

Company: Le Fay
Sankamp 7
25368 Kiebitzreihe
Germany
www.lafey.de

Country of origin: Germany
Warranty: 2 years
List price: $4,700 (approximate)
Street price: $4,700 (approximate)
Options: 4,5 or 6 string, "Standard" with 3 pick-ups, active and padauk neck, 

"TAED" with 3 pick-ups, active, maple neck and rosewood fingerboard 
("Premium" fret work), "XXL" with 4 pick-ups in 2 casings, active, padauk
neck, scale length: 90 cm and “Headless”

Accessories: Tuning accessories and gig bag
Available colors: N/A
Acquired from: Luthiers Access Group
Dates: Summer 2013
Locales: Las Vegas, NV
Test gear: Gallien-Krueger Neo212-II, Markbass F1

Le Fay
Herr Schwarz
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Le Fay Herr Schwarz

with the zero fret made from the
same material as the rest of the
fretwire, is a great way to separate
the two usually combined functions
of the typical string nut. Zero frets
are under-used in the states, and
they are really helpful in making
both closed and open notes sound
virtually identical.

The electronics are complex, but
quickly understandable and very
useful. The three single-coil pickups
are very quiet and clear sounding.
You can dial up all the useful
combinations of the three with the
6-way selector. The proprietary 2-
band active circuit is clean, with
decent EQ points. The passive
master volume and passive tone

You can’t go wrong with a black
bass. Black matches everything,
looks classy or gritty, and rarely
offends anyone. This LeFay Herr
Schwarz is black, fairly lightweight,
sounds great, and is extremely well
made. Pricing out at around $4,700,
it’s not for the light wallet, but for a
pro instrument with this level of
detail, it competes quite well with
the few peers it has.

The light ash body has a tinted
maple neck with rosewood
fingerboard bolted to it, in a very
deep pocket set. The joinery is very
good. We love the peghead overlay
with the nut carved into it. That
carve is gorgeous and sexy. A
separate nut locating the strings,
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Don’t miss the

Xsonics Bass Cab

Giveaway!!!

www.bassgearmag.com

to dial in a very nice set up.
In spite of these minor complaints,
this Black Beast is one solid
machine. It has lots of sonic
possibilities and plays well. Some
aesthetic choices and a question
with the truss rod keep it from the
highest marks possible, but that’s
sweating some real small stuff most
likely unique to this example.

section sounds great without any
EQ, as well. The cavity is perfectly
shielded, well-organized, and uses
top-quality components. The tuning
keys were stock Gotohs, and the
bridge is a large proprietary Le Fay
design, that on any other bass
would look a bit overdone, but here
seems fine.

I’m not crazy about the blue sparkle
plastic control cavity cover. It looks
out of place and cheap for this level
of instrument. Black painted body
matching ash, or even simple black
plastic, would make more sense
here, especially at this price point.
We weren’t crazy about the dark
stringers at the peghead, either.
After carving, they ended up having
weird end grain bleed out around
the transition from neck to peghead
that looks sloppy, even though it’s
not. The bass’ nontraditional shape
is well thought out and well
executed. The truss rod cover is
unusual. It’s a small piece of ebony
with a metal strip glued to its
bottom that is held in place with
two small magnets. It hides a roller
wheel adjustment, which is a great
idea, too. 

Fretwork is well executed, but in
my opinion over-beveled on the
ends. The truss rod at rest leaves the
fingerboard in an up-bow, so that
the majority of the truss rod travel
is for straightening the neck, rather
than accommodating for string
tensions. That is typical of an old
instrument, not a good place to start
on a new one. To be clear, though,
the truss rod is able to fully correct
for any back bow, and we were able
bass
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By Vic Serbe

The Company Line
EBS stands for “Electric Bass System,” and was
founded in 1988 by (EBS CEO) Bo L. Engberg.
However, his first amp was actually a guitar amp
called the GRA60, built in 1979. Technical Director
Mats Kristoffersson was also there right from the
beginning, and their first product was the EBS-1
preamp. The first three were delivered to Flea (Red
Hot Chili Peppers), Jimmy Earl (Chick Corea
Band), and Billy Talbot (Neil Young & Crazy
Horse). Nice. In 1990, they added power amps and
speaker cabinets (1x15 and 4x10). The first pedal,
the OctaBass, came in 1993. Today, EBS celebrates

its 25th year in business, and business is good. Iconic
bassists such as Stanley Clarke, Tony Levin, Marcus
Miller, Tal Wilkenfeld, and far too many others to list
here make up the family that EBS has built over that
time span, and the family continues to grow. I believe
this is due to two things EBS holds dear ... quality and
innovation. The Reidmar embodies both.

The name Reidmar is the modern form of the Nordic
name “Hreidmarr,” who was king of the dwarves in
Norse mythology. Ironically, he was also the father of
Fafnir, though in the EBS case, Fafnir (Fafner) came
first. Speaking of firsts, introduced in late 2011 – and
featured at the 2012 Winter NAMM show – the
Reidmar is the first compact lightweight bass amp EBS
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has ever produced. It is appropriate
that the name represents the king of
the dwarves, as the Reidmar is a
relatively small amp with a
relatively conservative power rating
by today’s standards. But don’t be
fooled by the size or the numbers,
and don’t forget that “king” part...

Details
While EBS certainly wasn’t among
the first companies to jump on the
lightweight bass amp bandwagon,
they were paying attention to the
trend. EBS’ Ralf Bjurbo remarks,
“The main ‘problem’ that we saw
with the early class-D amps, that
did not go well with our philosophy
of always providing a sound that
lets the nature of the musician and
instrument speak, was that most
units had an automatic limiter to
prevent the amp from clipping, but
at the same time limited the
headroom when these amps where
cranked up. What happens then is,
you lose the definition of the low
notes, and the tone gets muddy and
less solid. Even if the figures looks
impressive on paper, what you hear
does not deliver on the promises.”

The Reidmar takes the familiar EBS
user interface (similar to that of the
HD360/TD660) – which allows
them to rely upon the “trusted EBS
tradition and technique, securing the
tone options” – and packs it into a
small form factor, with an analog
preamp backed by a 250-watt class-
D power section. Ralf adds, “Our
Tech Director, Mats Kristoffersson,
developed a technique that can be
described as ‘soft-clip technology’
that actually allows the digital
power amp to clip in a similar way
as with a solid state amp. The
technique is not completely new,
but it needed to be developed to suit
the class-D amp, in a way that none
other had made before.”

On the front, we have an Input jack,
which is a standard ¼” jack with
2Mohms of input impedance, and
handles both passive and active
instruments without requiring a
manual switch or pad. The Gain
control sets input levels, which also
affects the level at the Line Out jack
on the back (though not the
balanced XLR DI out). The
Character button engages an EQ

profile that boosts lows and highs at
40Hz and 10kHz, respectively,
while also cutting mids at 800Hz.
The Comp/Limit control adjusts the
sensitivity of the built-in
compressor/limiter. The Filter
Active button engages/disengages
the EQ section. The EQ section
contains a Bass boost/cut control at
60Hz, a boost/cut Middle control
with a variable frequency range of
100Hz-6kHz, a Treble boost/cut
control at 6kHz, and a boost-only
Bright control, centered at 10kHz.
Finally, there’s a (master) Volume
control and a power indicator lamp.

Around the back there’s a power
receptacle with on/off switch, single
Speakon® speaker connector,
headphone output (which mutes the
power amp and Line Out), effects
loop, and a balanced XLR DI, with
both ground lift and pre/post (EQ)
controls.

One of the comments EBS makes
about today’s lightweight amps is
they don’t want their amp so light it
could literally vibrate off the rig, or
be pulled off by typical cable
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tension. While this amp weighs well
under 10 pounds, the all-metal
cabinet is very solid and well made,
with large round feet on the bottom
(and a carry handle on the side). It
sits firmly on the rig and doesn’t
move. It’s also attractively
silkscreened with graphics and
control information, and the EBS
badge screwed to the top of the amp
is a nice touch.

Road Test
I used to own an HD350, and quite
liked it, so I’m familiar with the
EBS sound. EBS states they want to
capture that sound with this amp,
and I think they’ve done a good job
of it. I also still remember how
much I liked the compressor on my
HD350 ... so musical and dynamic,
yet so simple to adjust with a single
control. I’ve spent long periods of
time with various pedals and rack
units getting adjustments “just
right,” and I don’t think I did any
better than this unit does. Further,
the amp is designed such that the
EQ also affects the
compressor/limiter, so you can
always guarantee the power section
gets a consistent controlled level, no

matter what you do with the EQ.
What I like the best about this
Comp/Limit function is how it
never seems to dull your attack,
even when it’s very “busy” with
your signal.

The EQ section is voiced very well,
and I really appreciate the fact that
the Treble control is voiced at
6kHz, with the separate Bright
control for the uber-high stuff
(which I personally feel is less
useful than a well-voiced treble
control). I also like that the Bass
control is voiced at 60Hz, which is
a little higher than many I’ve seen –
down in the 40-50Hz range. I find
the Reidmar’s 60Hz control to be
more usable. With variable mid
controls, all I generally care about is
250Hz to maybe 1.2kHz, but this
one extends down to 100Hz and all
the way up to the Treble control
(6kHz), which essentially
completely encompasses the gap
between bass and treble for
midpoint selection.

Honestly, I didn’t use much of the
EQ, as I just didn’t really need to.

Right out of the box with everything
set “flat,” except maybe leaving the
Bright control “centered” (which is
actually a boosted level ... no boost
is all the way counter clock-wise on
this control) is pretty much the way
I ran it. If I did adjust anything, I
might have boosted the Bass and
Treble a bit, but not much. I
personally found the Character to be
too aggressive for my tastes, but
maybe at lower-volume level coffee
shop gigs, it’s space-filling nature
could be good.

Setup is simple. You set the EQ,
then you set the Gain and
Comp/Limit to where the comp
LED lights up when you’re hitting
your biggest note as hard as you
will during the gig. Finally, adjust
the Volume control for stage volume
as needed, and you’re done.

I used this amp most with dual-
pickup basses, varying between the
bridge burpy tone to the fat neck
tone, but most often in the fully
blended tone. I played with picks,
slap, and fingerstyle. I most
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typically had a pair GK Neo112-
II’s, as well as the Revsound
RS112T’s reviewed in this same
issue. The output level sounded like
this amp has a lot more than 250
watts of power, and it sounded
great. I’m betting the EBS CL cabs
are also winners, though I’ve only
heard them briefly at NAMM
shows. However, this amp works
and sounds so great, you could
probably use it with any cab(s).

The Bottom Line
EBS has a real winner here. The
usable output levels force you to
keep reminding yourself this is just
a 250-watt amp. The tone controls
are highly musical and versatile,
despite their simplicity. With a
single, simple control, the
compressor operates as well as
external units with more controls.
It’s small, light, powerful,
inexpensive, and captures the EBS
sound faithfully. If you’re looking
for all the EBS sound in a compact

and easy to afford
package, you should
give this amp a hard
look.

The EQ section is
voiced very well, and I
really appreciate the
fact that the Treble
control is voiced at

6kHz, with the
separate Bright control
for the uber-high stuff
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TEST RESULTS
1-5 (unacceptable to impeccable)

In-Hand Score
3.86 average
On-Bench Score
3.28 average
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GENERAL

Company: EBS Sweden AB
Grindstuvägen 44-46
SE-16733 Bromma, Sweden
Tel: +46 8 735 00 10
www.ebssweden.com 

Country of origin:       Designed in Sweden, made in China
Year of origin: 2013
Warranty: Two-year limited
List price: $799.00
Street price: $459.00
Price as tested: $459.00
Options: None
Accessories: None
Available colors: Black

Acquired from: EBS
Dates: June-July 2013
Locales: Illinois, Ohio
Test gear: Bergantino, Revsound, and GK cabs; MTD, Skjold, 

Fender, and Sadowsky basses.

ENCLOSURE

Material: Steel
Dimensions: 14" W x 3" H x 9-3/4" D (including jewel light on front 

panel and switch on back panel)
Weight: 7 lbs 1 oz.
Rackable: No

PREAMP

Inputs: 1x1/4" 
Mode: Analog
Tubes: N/A
Input Impedance: 634 Kohms 200 Hz, 200 mV Sin
EQ Type/Features: Bass (Shelving); Middle (Semi Parametric); Treble (Shelving);

Bright (High Pass)
Compressor/Limiter: Yes - Compression Ratio Control on Front Panel
DI Output: Yes - Balanced Output, Ground Lift, User-Selectable Pre or 

Post EQ
Effects Loop: Yes - Mono Serial
Dedicated Tuner Out: No
Construction: PCB
Additional Features: User Selectable Character Filter; EQ section user defeatable; 

Headphones Output; 1/4" Line Out

POWER AMP

Mode: Class- D
Tubes: N/A
Outputs: 1 x Speakon
Impedance Options: 4, 8
Power Supply/Transformer: Switch Mode
Cooling System: Fan
Line Voltage Options: 120

MEASUREMENTS

Full Bandwidth (EQ Bypassed): 20Hz - 20kHz +/- 8.9 dB; 200 mV swept sin input 
Full Bandwidth All Controls At Noon: 20Hz - 20kHz +/- 12.3 dB; 200 mV swept sin input 
Limited Bandwidth All Controls At Noon: 80Hz - 8kHz +/- 4.3 dB; 200 mV swept sin input 
Limited Bandwidth Optimally Flat: 80Hz - 8kHz +/- 0.52 dB; 200 mV swept sin input

POWER
4 ohms 8 ohms

Continuous Power: 247 watts 127 watts
Measured Voltage: 31.43Vrms 31.83Vrms

Burst Power: 246 watts 126 watts
Measured Voltage: 31.38Vrms 31.79Vrms

Input Signal: 307.6mVrms 308.4mVrms
Wall Voltage DUT: 119.7Vrms 120.9Vrms
THD+N: 10 10

SONIC PROFILE:
Lows: Big, controlled
Mids: Punchy, dynamic, highly variable
Highs: Crystalline, but Bright can be a bit brittle, when boosted

On-Bench
Internal Parts 3.00
External Parts 3.10
Overall Assembly 3.00
Ease of Repair 4.00
Instructions/Manual 3.50
Quality Per Price 3.40
Layout/Cooling 3.20

In-Hand
Features: 4
Tonal Flexibility: 4
Ease of Use: 4
Aesthetics: 3
Tone: 4
Value: 4

Big, powerful and clear, with highly
controllable, yet simple EQ. Dynamic
through the mids and clear/bright in the
highs. Fantastic integrated
compressor/limiter, and surprising output
levels for its power rating.

TONE-O-METER

EBS
Reidmar



Tom Lees’

FIG. 2 Reidmar block diagram

Fig. 1 Reidmar Gut shot

AMP 
LAB

EBS Reidmar
Too many bass amp manufacturers are tempting
the consumer with buzz words that catch our
buying ear with the promise of miniaturization.
Truth time: who among us is not guilty of
buying a “mini,” “micro,” “nano,” or “pico”
(come on, really … “pico?”) amp? EBS could
have taken the next swing and called their amp
the “EBS Femto.” Ah, but they knew that was
simply tempting someone else to launch the
must have “atto” amp, lest it be upped by the
“zepto,” then “yocto” amps. I could go on, but
sometimes, small simply bores me. 

In many ways, the EBS Reidmar makes me
think of the This Is Spinal Tap scene where
Nigel is grilling Ian about his sandwich. First,
Nigel is confused, “Look, this ... this miniature
bread. It’s like ... I’ve been working with this
now for about half an hour. I can’t figure out ...
Let’s say I want a bite, right? You’ve got this ...”
Ian responds, “You’d like bigger bread?” to
which Nigel replies, “Exactly!”  
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The EBS Reidmar does not try to force the power,
features and flexibility of their amp within a tiny
housing too small to make the amp practically
usable. Rather, the housing is “just right” to fit the
contents of its interface and features for someone
that is actually trying to use the amp.

Construction
The Reidmar sports a black steel enclosure that
includes a cool, slanted portion of the front panel
(located above the knobs) that sets off a nicely
etched design and branding. The labeling across the
front panel is extremely easy to read, and the knobs
have a generously thick indicator line, making knob
position easy to discern with a quick glance.

Referring to Fig. 1, taking a peek under the hood,
our gutshot view demonstrates that the preamp
board is primarily contained on a single circuit
board that stands vertically, spanning across the
front panel. The preamp board connects to the
power amp board (seen in the middle of the photo)
via a ribbon of cables. A fan is angularly positioned
within the chassis to keep the power amp cool. A
small power board is seen to the left of the power
amp board. All circuit boards are a bright yellow,
which really makes them stand out on a backdrop of
black chassis components. 

Understanding the Amp
Despite having eight knobs, this amp is pretty easy
to get your head around. There is a single input jack
and no active/passive option. Good. Simply plug in.
From the input jack, the signal flows through a gain
stage controlled by the Gain knob on the front
panel. After the gain stage, the signal flows through
a bypassable, fixed pre-shape filter (discussed in
greater detail below). The user can engage or
disengage the pre-shape filter from the circuit using
the Character button on the front panel. After the
pre-shape filter, the signal splits into four paths. A
first path couples the signal to the DI driver to
provide a pre-EQ DI option. The second path
couples the signal to peak/overload detection
circuitry. If the signal level is too high, the peak

FIG. 4 EQ bypassed compared to character

FIG. 5 EQ bypassed compared to EQ compared to character

FIG. 3 EQ bypassed compared to all controls at noon
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indicator on the front panel illuminates. The third
path couples the signal to the Filter circuitry. The
user can engage and disengage the Filter circuitry
using the Filter Active button on the front panel.
The fourth path couples the signal from the pre-
shape filter directly to a compressor, if the Filter
Active button is disengaged.

The Filter section is worth a special mention here.
Within the Filter circuitry, there are four bands:
Bass, Middle, Treble and Bright. The signal couples
from the pre-shape circuitry into the Bass, Treble
and Bright bands in parallel. The output of the Bass
and Treble are summed, and that result is fed into
the semi-parametric Middle band. The output of the
Middle band and the Bright band are then summed
to generate the Filter output.

The output of the Filter section (or the pre-shape
filter, if the Filter Active button is disengaged), is
coupled to the compressor. The user is provided
with a single knob control for the compressor. With
the knob turned off (fully counterclockwise), the
compressor is essentially off. As the Comp/Limit
knob is turned up, the compression amount
increases. The output of the compressor feeds a
series effects loop, and an extra, fixed gain stage.
The output level of the gain stage is controlled by
the Volume knob on the front panel. The output of
the fixed gain stage also couples to the DI circuitry
to provide a post EQ/post Compressor DI option.
The signal splits in parallel from the Volume knob
to a Line output, to a Headphones output and to the
power amplifier.

The Tone Stack
There are effectively two independent EQ sections
on the Reidmar, and each can be controlled
separately. The first is a fixed filter, which is
toggled on/off by the Character switch. This EQ is
most closely related to the AMP, GB440, Eden,
SWR, etc. type of “enhance” feature, which boosts
the lows and highs – but with EBS’ own take on the
circuit EQ points. The Character circuit is right after
the input gain and before the pre/post EQ DI

FIG. 6 Bass sweep

FIG. 7 Mid sweep limits

FIG. 8 Mid sweep at 600Hz
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option. As such, even if you are using the DI in Pre
mode, toggling the Character switch affects the DI
output. The second EQ section is the BTMB (bright
treble mid bass), which is toggled on by the Filter
Active switch. Setting the Filter Active to its out
position (non-illuminated) bypasses the
BTMB. This EQ section is downstream of the
pre/post EQ DI option, so this EQ has no effect on
the DI if the DI is set to Pre. 

Accordingly, to set the amp as “flat” as possible, set
both the Character Filter Active controls to their
“off” positions. As this simple adjustment provides
the flattest response from the amp, we are skipping
the “optimally flat” image. If you want flat, just
disengage the Character and Filter Active controls
and move on. Referring to Fig. 3, the frequency
response is illustrated with the EQ bypassed (red
trace) compared to the “all controls at noon” setting
(blue trace). Both the bypassed and non-bypassed
signals share the same low end response, with
gentle filtering rolling off the lows around 42Hz.
Even with the Filter section bypassed, the signal
rolls off the highs at just over 10kHz, resulting in a
frequency response of +/- 8.9dB. The “all controls
at noon” signal shows a slight dip in the mids, and a
gentle treble boost.

Referring to Fig. 4, a frequency response plot
illustrates the effect of the pre-shape circuit (black
trace), which is engaged by depressing the
Character button, compared to the bypassed Filter
section (red trace). If you are used to typical pre-
shapes that implement a notch, you may be
surprised here. This pre-shape gives low end
extension and boost, a minimal and wide mid cut,
and a treble end boost.

Referring to Fig. 5, a frequency response plot shows
the EQ bypassed (red trace), “all controls at noon”
with the Filter section engaged and pre-shape circuit
disengaged (blue trace) and both the Filter section
(“all controls at noon”) and the pre-shape circuit
engaged (green trace). This illustrates the interaction
between the pre-shape circuit and the EQ circuit to FIG. 11 Scope monitor 1% THD max output

FIG. 10 Bright sweep

FIG. 9 Treble sweep
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provide a bass boost, a wide midrange dip, and an
extended treble boost.

Fig. 6 illustrates the Bass sweep. The Bass circuit is
implemented as a shelving filter. Figs. 7 and 8
illustrate the Middle sweep. Notably, the cut is a
relatively narrow notch, whereas the boosts are
generally smooth and wide. This approach allows
the same control to be both surgical (when trying to
cut out problem frequencies) and musical, when
trying to boost across a wide frequency range, e.g.,
to add air to the high end. Fig. 9 illustrates the
Treble sweep. The Treble circuit is illustrated as a
shelving filter. 

Fig. 10 illustrates the Bright sweep. Note that the
Bright is a boost-only shelving filter. Thus, if you
do not want Bright, you turn the control fully
counterclockwise. With the EQ engaged, the flattest
response is achieved by setting Bass, Middle and
Treble to noon, and by setting Bright to fully off.

Output Power
Before getting into the output power, I did want to
mention that the first Gain stage is plenty capable of
providing gain ranges suitable for both passive and
active basses. For instance, with the Gain at 9:00,
the amp can handle signals as large as about 5 Vrms
before peaking out. On the other hand, the Gain and
Volume work nicely together to achieve maximum
output, even with modest signals. As such, I would
not be concerned with the single input, regardless of
the type of instrument being used.

Now, rating the output power is a little more tricky.
This amp uses a soft limiter/wave-shaping to coax
power out of the amp. To demonstrate this, refer to
Figs. 11-14. The output is illustrated at 1%, 5%,
10% and 15% THD+N. It can be seen that, although
slightly more rounded at 10%, the wave shape still
looks “clean.” There are no evident traces of hard
clipping from hitting the power rail. On the other
hand, at 15%, some signs of overload are more
apparent. EBS rates this amp at 250 watts into 4
ohms, and 125 watts into 8 ohms. Accepting that

FIG. 12 Scope monitor 5% THD max output

FIG. 13 Scope monitor 10% THD max output

FIG. 14 Scope monitor 15% THD max output
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wave shaping is part of the character of this amp,
and considering 10% THD+N as the target
distortion range, I can understand that rating. 

At 4 ohms, we measured 104 Watts RMS, 1%
THD+N filtered 20Hz – 20kHz, 166 mVrms, 1kHz
sin Input. However, we spec the amp at 247 watts
RMS, 10% THD+N filtered 20Hz – 20kHz, 308
mVrms, 1kHz sin Input. 

Similarly, at 8 ohms, we measured 53 Watts RMS,
1% THD+N filtered 20Hz – 20kHz, 166 mVrms, 1
kHz sin Input. However, we spec the amp at 127
Watts RMS, 10% THD+N filtered 20Hz – 20kHz,
308 mVrms, 1kHz sin Input.

Were it not for the careful tuning and performance
of the wave shaping, we would not be inclined to
rate the amp so generously. However, the wave
shaping was well-behaved and performed well on
the bench. Notably, however, that wave shaping
does present a cost. There is literally no dynamic
headroom. Our burst power testing resulted in
power measurements that are virtually identical to
the steady state power measurements. Referring to
Fig. 15, the burst plot shows that the amp slightly
compresses the initial attack, but recovers quickly.

Fig. 16 illustrates the THD+N as a function of
amplifier output in Vrms. This chart illustrates that
the amp is capable of being squeaky clean with
THD+N well under 1% for relatively modest
playing levels. However, pushing the amp harder
quickly shoots the amp to that 1%-10% THD+N
range.

The Compressor
We could not get out of the review without
addressing the compressor. The EBS compression
circuitry has been one of my favorites for years. To
see how this simple control provides such flexibility
in controlling compression, refer to Figs. 17-20. We
plot an uncompressed signal (red trace) and overlay
the compressed version of the signal (blue trace)
with the Comp/Limit control at 9:00, noon, 3:00, FIG. 17 Compressor at 9 o’clock

FIG. 16 THD+N ratio vs measured Level

FIG. 15 Burst scope
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Don’t miss the

Xsonics Bass Cab

Giveaway!!!

www.bassgearmag.com

FIG. 20 Compressor at max

FIG. 19 Compressor at 3 o’clock

FIG. 18 Compressor at noon

and max, respectively. Note that even at maximum
compression, the compressor is smooth, recovers
fast, yet allows that quick transient to sneak past,
balancing punch and smoothness.

Conclusion
This amp is not going to rock a stadium by itself.
However, it is a cool amp with a nicely designed
Filter section, and you get EBS compression. That
alone is worth its price of admission. The manual is
short, but concise and easy to understand. I like the
weight to power ratio, and the feature set seems just
right for an amp at this price point.
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By Vic Serbe

The Company Line
David Luke plays guitar for Ricky
and the Giants, a power trio based
in Effingham, New Hampshire,
covering classic hit tunes from
greats such as the Allman Brothers,
Al Green, David Bowie, Eric
Clapton, The Beatles, etc. He’s been
a musician all his life, and has many
years of experience as a sound
engineer. David also makes high
quality bass cabinets. In fact, he
claims to make the lightest 2x10
and 4x10 bass cabinets currently
available. How did this come to be?
Easy: the age-old saying, “necessity
is the mother of invention.”

Revsound has been around since
1983, and is also based in
Effingham, New Hampshire. David
attributes his skills as a craftsman,
eye for detail, strong quality
standards, and heck, while you’re at
it, sense of humor, to his
grandfathers. With that combo, you
have a person who can build about

Revsound RS112t Bass Cab

RS112t/RS212t stack (RS112t reviewed here)
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anything he can visualize (and get the proper tools
to build). Traveling in music circles, he found his
skills applicable when it came to building his guitar
cabinets, PA cabinets, racks, monitors, etc. He also
built a 10kW sound system inside a school bus
outfitted to double as a 24-track recording studio,
which did three national tours, was on MTV, and
was featured in popular publications at the time.
This is where it all started. Dave has connections
into Celestion (speaker manufacturer), but he was
using their drivers before he actually became
associated with them. He met Alex Prenn, grandson
of Celestion’s founder, at a band job in 1985. Alex
noted David was using Celestion speakers, but
wondered why he wasn’t using a popular
manufacturer’s cabinet containing them, so he asked
David about it. That introduction led to a
relationship with Celestion R&D that continues to
this day.

RS112t
David’s been building all kinds of enclosures for all
kinds of applications, from guitar rigs, to monitors,
to full-range PA enclosures. But when it came to
building bass cabinets, he felt a different approach
was necessary – even though most builders will
agree a bass rig has to have full-range capabilities
and the ability to handle a wide dynamic range,
similar to what a PA would have to deal with. Dave
says the big difference is that a PA should be
designed to sound “flat” (an even frequency
response from low to high – no significant dips or
peaks), and he feels bass cabinets should not be;
they also need to take portability more into account.
If you go to his website (www.revsound.net), along
with his guitar and monitor cabinets, you’ll see
examples of the RS410 (4x10) and RS210 (2x10)
finished in tolex (with stacking corners), and an



RS110 (1x10) finished in black Duratex. The
RS112t (1x12) is a new model, with the “T”
standing for tweeter, which is also a new feature
that carries over to his existing 2x10 and 4x10
cabinets (RS210t, RS410t).

David’s requirements are that the RS cabinets be
affordable, portable, highly durable, especially light
weight, with ample power handling and great sound.

To that end, he uses Celestion neo drivers, cleats,
and a combination of glue, staples and screws for
joints. He also uses ½” 7-ply baltic birch, which is a
particularly expensive, but also lightweight and
highly durable plywood. Dave also likes to point out
that his cabinets are all made on-site by hand – no
CNC, and no subcontracted mass construction. He
warranties the cabinets for life (two years for the
drivers). The tweeter is a titanium “super bullet”
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style driver with a “kill switch” on the back, and he
uses genuine Neutrik Speakon® connectors.

Put to the Test
The RS112t falls into a category of “single-driver
super cabs” that vendors are making these days. I
really love this form factor, as it’s modular and easy
to transport, yet also very capable, especially when
you double them up and make a small stack. The
shape, weight, and size of the RS112t make it really
convenient for carrying. My only minor gripe is that
the handles are on the “side,” relevant to the feet.
This means I tend to find myself kind of swinging
the cabinet up to set it down, instead of just setting
it down on its feet, which is what I would do if the
feet were opposite the handle (and which would be
my preference). Other than that, they’re just darn
easy to move around. I didn’t get a pair of the
covers to check out, but I did go to Cloud 9’s
website, and their products look very nice. I would
always recommend using covers with cabinets like
these, as they are typically carried around and put

into trunks, back seats, taken on trains, etc,
which tends to beat them up, over time. The
fit/finish on these cabinets is excellent. I
can’t find a seam anywhere, and the grill
gasket is a nice touch, as is the hardwood
integral handle (though again, I wish it was
located in a different spot). I also like that
there are dual Speakon connectors. Often
times, with the smaller cabinets, you don’t
get a “pass-through” connector, and while it’s
not a huge issue, I do like them a lot.

I’ve heard a lot of single-driver cubes from
various manufacturers, and it amazes me how
different they all sound. I have not seen the
technical review content yet, but will be
interested to see what the measurements
show. To me, it sounds like it’s particularly
strong in the low mids. It’s got a great
dynamic punch right there in your gut, and
works great for fingerstyle ... especially when

doing the burpy bridge pickup thing on a dual-pickup
instrument. I wouldn’t want to shove a lot of really low
lows through these cabinets, but given their size, they
still impress me on what they can put out (especially
when using a pair). I’m also used to these bullet-style
tweeters being very harsh, but this one is not. I don’t
know if the magic is in the crossover or the driver itself
(or maybe both), but these cabs have a really sweet high
end, without sounding muffled or overly subdued, where
your attack could be lost in the mix. Instead, they
provide a really nice edge up high that’s easy to listen to
and makes for a great slap tone. I tried the cabinet with
the tweeter disabled, but definitely prefer it with the
tweeter enabled. I’m not very familiar with Celestion
drivers, so I can’t say if the speakers are running full
range, at least when the tweeter is disabled, but I
definitely feel like the tweeter “completes” the sound,
and I miss it when it’s off. Some vendors even put
adjustable attenuators for tweeters, but again, I feel that
would be a waste of time with this cabinet. It just
sounds “right” with the tweeter on.
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The Bottom Line
These are high-quality cabinets from a man who
cares about quality and sound, as well as matters of
practicality (including from a pricing standpoint).
They’re very capable for their size, sound great,
look great, and seem like they’re priced
appropriately, with all those things in mind. If
you’re looking for a 1x12 cube (or a pair of them)
with a good low-mid dynamic, these should be on
your short list.

David's requirements
are that the RS
cabinets be

affordable, portable,
highly durable,
especially light

weight, with ample
power handling and

great sound.
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TEST RESULTS
1-5 (unacceptable to impeccable)

SONIC PROFILE:

Lows: Even, tight, rich

Mids: Punchy, gutsy, round

Highs: Crisp, smooth, pleasant

GENERAL

Company: Revsound
345 Pine Hill Rd
Center Ossipee, NH 03814
Phone: 603-651-9800
www.revsound.net

Country of origin: USA
Year of origin: 2013
Warranty: Lifetime (two years on drivers) 
List price: $525.00
Street price: $525.00
Test unit options: None
Accessories: Custom Cloud9 covers ($85.00ea)
Available colors: Black
Available options: Tolex covering, logo available in white, cream, and ghost, 

in two sizes, as well as the "retro" Revsound badge, metal or 
plastic corners

Acquired from: Revsound
Dates: June-July 2013
Locales: Illinois, Ohio
Test gear: Mesa/Boogie WalkAbout, Mesa/Boogie M9, Gallien Krueger MB-

Fusion and 1001RB-II, Sadowsky Metro RV5 and MV5

These cabs have a lot of punch for

their size. With a smooth but clear

high end, richly emphasized lower

mids, and a very present low end,

they have a surprisingly powerful

sound for a relatively small cabinet.

In-Hand Score
3.00 average
On-Bench Score
3.43 average
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RS112t

On-bench
Portability 4.5
Road Worthiness 3
Components 3
Hardware 3
Cabinet Construction 3.5
Wiring 4
Cover/Finish 3

In-hand
Features: 3
Tonal Flexibility: 3
Ease of Use: 3
Aesthetics: 3
Tone: 3
Value: 3

Enclosure

Configuration: 1x12
Listed Impedance: 8 ohms
Rated Power Handling: 150 watts
Inputs/Outputs: Two Neutrik® Speakon®
Dimensions: 15 5/8”w x 18 1/2”h x 14 3/4”d  
Weight: 28.4 lbs
Ports: Front-ported (single 4" round port)
Covering: Duratex paint
Baffle Board: 12mm, 7-ply Baltic birch
Cabinet: 12mm, 7-ply Baltic birch
Grill: Powder-coated 16 gauge steel
Handles: One (black walnut; side-mounted)
Feet: Four, rubber
Casters: No
Corners: No
Driver Mounting: 4 bolts (T-nuts)

Drivers/Crossover

Woofers: Celestion BN112-300s (stamped frame)
Cone Material: Kevlar-loaded paper
Voice Coil: Copper (2.5" diameter)
Magnets: Neodymium
Tweeter/Mid: Seismic Audio Super Bullet Titanium Tweeter
Tweeter/Mid Adjustment: On/off switch
Protection: None
Speaker Connections: Soldered
Crossover: 2-way, 2nd order, crossed at 3.5kHz
Options: None

Measurements

Average Sensitivity (200Hz-900Hz): 102.2 dBSPL (1 watt @ 1 meter)

TONE-O-METER



Revsound RS112t

CAB 
LAB

The Revsound RS112t is a lightweight, fairly compact
1x12 which seems fairly typical at first glance, but
shows some unique features upon closer inspection. The
covering appears to be either a very thin “truck bed
liner” style coating, or else a thick paint. Either way, it
seems fairly durable. There are no corners, though,
which causes some concern with regard to road
worthiness, particularly over the long haul. There is one
(custom) wood handle on the side of the enclosure, and
four short, but wide, rubber feet on the bottom. The
metal grill is of the small, round aperture variety, and is
held in place by 16 screws. Unfortunately, these are
square-head screws, and not the “hybrid” type which
can also work with Philips-head driver. This meant that
I was not able to complete my technical review without
a trip home for a specialized bit, and my guess is that

many players also do not have square-head drivers on
hand. Granted, you may not need to remove your grill
very often, but if you need to replace a driver/tweeter, or
just tighten the screws holding them in, it’s nice to be
able to do so using commonly available tools. I do,
however, like the way the grill rests against a nice, wide
strip of insulation/gasket, which is recessed about 3/8”
from the front edge of the enclosure.

One of the somewhat unique aspects of the RS112t is
the use of the Celestion “orange label” BN112-300s.
This driver has a fairly low Xmax (2.5) and a resonant
frequency (Fs) of 61.2Hz. Looking at these specs, alone,
the BN112-300s does not seem ideally suited for use in
a bass enclosure. That being said, the tone of the RS112t
is more than adequately deep and full, though it is fairly

Tom Bowlus’
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Don’t miss the

Xsonics Bass Cab

Giveaway!!!

www.bassgearmag.com

Fig. 1 Revsound RS112t 1x12 impedance curve Fig. 2 Revsound RS112t 1x12 on and off axis

easy to hit the limits of cone
excursion. Our tests show that this
cab is impressively efficient, with
an average dBSPL of 102.2, from
200Hz through 900Hz. Although the
driver is held in place by only four
(Philips-head) bolts, they are
secured in threaded T-nuts, which I
prefer to wood screws. 
The “Titanium Super Tweeter” is
made by Seismic Audio, and it may
be turned on/off via a recessed
switch set between the two Speakon
inputs (which are also recessed).
Interestingly, the tweeter is attached
using four hybrid square/Philips-
head screws. Crossover duties are
handled by a Dayton Audio XO2W-
3.5 2-way, second order
(12dB/octave) Bessel alignment
crossover. The internal wiring
employs heavy gauge wire, and
speaker connections are soldered.

The enclosure and baffle are made
from fairly thin (12mm) plywood,
which do doubt contributes to the
light weight. Bracing placed along
all of the inside corners helps to add
strength, but again, keeps the weight

down. The inside of the enclosure is
lined with a thick layer of pink
fiberglass insulation. The circular
front port does not employ a port
tube, and the pink insulation is
easily visible through the port,
though this of course has no
detrimental effects on the cab’s
performance.
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LoPHAT Cabinets is dedicated to building the highest quality product that of-
fers superior sound and flawless construction, our number one goal, since in-
ception, has been to combine excellent design and exacting craftsmanship
into a package optimized for the LoPHAT tone that every bass player de-
serves, whether it be at rehearsal, a gig, in the studio or practicing in your
room. 
To achieve the LoPHAT tone, our cabinets are:

Software engineered to optimize the performance of selected
components.

Hand-crafted in our shop where every cabinet is cut from amaz-
ingly light and incredibly strong 5/8 inch Italian Poplar lite ply
utilizing dado joint construction.

Crossed over, braced, ported and insulated for a smooth transi-
tion from thundering lows to sparkling highs.

Covered in a highly durable finish of black polyurea, a polymer
coating virtually unmatched in strength and abrasion resistance.

Finished with sturdy hardware that stands up to the daily riggers
of load-ins/load-outs. 

Sonically transparent via the installation of a vibration-free steel
grill.

LoPHAT Cabinets, We Build Sound…….
Call us direct at (818) 390-3294
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By Ted “Blyss” Gould

The Company Line
Vigier Guitars, based in Grigny, France, is a bass
and guitar manufacturer that was founded in 1978
by Patrice Vigier. In addition to being considered
one of the world’s premiere guitar luthiers, Vigier
has also gained a huge legion of fans of his basses.
Ironically, I’d not heard of Vigier until recently, and
this review of the Passion IV is my very first
experience with the brand. In addition to the Passion
IV, there are three other bass models, the  Roger
Glover (Deep Purple) Signature Model, the Excess

Bass Guitar

and the Arpege. All but the Roger Glover signature
model (4-string only) are available in 4 or 5-string
configurations.

The Arpege and the Passion IV are very similar,
with subtle differences. Both use the same soapbar
pickups, but the Passion IV’s pickups are both set
closer to the bridge. Both have an alder body with a
maple top and back and a maple bolt-on neck that is
held in place by five inset screws. The fingerboard
comes in either iMetal or Phenowood. The bass that
I have in my hands for review has a Phenowood
neck, which by itself deserves a little bit of
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explanation. Phenowood is a material that has been
around since the 1950s and is basically phenotic
resin impregnated cellulose. Tonally and physically,
it is similar to ebony, but is much more stable and
more resistant to changes in temperature, humidity
and moisture. Vigier gets alder and maple from a
French lumber supplier and hold the wood for a
minimum of three years before anything is done to
with it, allowing it to dry to an uncommon degree.

A Passion for Details
Now, having prefaced with a brief company
background and a quick look at specs, the truth is
that if there’s one thing that I am not into, it’s the
“numbers.” Most, if not all, of the time, I could care
less about the technical aspects of any instrument.
I’m much more concerned with, “can I plug it
directly into my amp or audio interface and have it
sound good right out of the box?” “Will I be able to
play for three hours and not have to ice my arm?”
The very first thing that I noticed was how light the
Vigier Passion IV was, weighing in at 8.3 lbs
(3,8kg). I don’t mean light in a fragile way. The
bass really feels quite solid, and I found that it was
fairly well balanced and very comfortable, both
standing and sitting. I could definitely see a player
surviving a fairly long gig without experiencing
much fatigue. 

The bass seemed to be setup nicely right out of the
box, and the string height was at a comfortable
closeness that I like. The 11.81” radius, 24-fret
Phenowood neck felt “fast” and responsive. The
strings didn’t “rattle,” but I could definitely get a
nice snap when I dug in a little bit. Overall, this
bass is totally comfortable and responsive, almost
“elegant” feeling.

The Passion IV sports a three-band EQ and two
Vigier single-coil in-line pickups. The bass was a bit
“hi-fi” sounding for my personal taste, but a nice fat
booty could be dialed in with minimal effort, and it
still really cut through the mix quite well during two
contemporary worship services that I played it at –
one running direct to the house via an MXR D/I,
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that I’d feel good about getting some “working
man” dings in. Every scratch in a bass like this
would make my heart hurt a bit.

The Bottom Line
Overall, this is a really sexy instrument, you can
dial in a wide variety of tones from the three-band
EQ, and the setup is pretty good straight out of the
box. I really think this axe is great for more modern
tones and great for the bassist who doubles as a solo
performer. It’s a great-looking, well-balanced bass
with great sustain.

and the other running through an Aguilar DB751
and two Aguilar GS112s, D/I’d from the head. It’s a
really great bass for dialing in some cool Mark
King-esque slap tones. The only thing that I didn’t
really like, and I’m totally knit-picking here, was
the configuration of the knobs. The volume knob
sits just below the neck pickup, with the rest of the
EQ controls laid out as follows: blend, bass, mid,
treble. Totally not a deal breaker for me at all, it just
took a little bit of getting used to.

Now, aesthetically ... okay, see, the bass I got to
review was white with gold knobs. Check out the
pictures and cue music. As soon as I opened the
case, I imagined a purple trench coat and purplish
condensed moisture of the atmosphere falling
visibly in separate drops ...
yes, purple rain. I’ve always
dug Prince, so, that was
cool. However, not
something that I could rock
on a regular basis. It’s pretty,
but this bass isn’t a
“commuter.” It’s more of a
Sunday driver. You know,
take it out on the weekend
for a special date. Now, I’m
not saying that other Vigier
models aren’t designed for
the working bassist. I’m only
saying that this one isn’t one
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The bass really feels
quite solid, and I
found that it was

fairly well balanced
and very

comfortable, both
standing and sitting.
I could definitely see
a player surviving a

fairly long gig
without experiencing

much fatigue.
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TEST RESULTS
1-5 (unacceptable to impeccable)

SONIC PROFILE:
Lows: Wide, Focused
Mids: Tight, punchy
Highs: Pristine, modern

GENERAL

Company: Vigier Guitars
10-12 Rue De L’abbe Gregoire
Z.A.C des Radars
91350 Grigny, France
Tel. +33 1.69.02.01.01 
www.vigierguitars.com

Country of origin: France
Warranty: 2 years
List price: $4,459
Street price: $3,999
Accessories: Hard case
Available colors: Amber, Deep Deep Blue (sic), Black Diamond, Deep Blue, Deep 

Burgundy, Fire Burst, Light Sapphire, Natural Maple, Pearl White, Ruby
Acquired from: Vigier USA
Dates: March through July, 2013
Locales: Ohio and Southern California
Test gear: Aguilar Tonehammer 500, Aguilar GS112, Aguilar DB751

In-hand
Features: 4
Tonal Flexibility: 3
Ease of Use: 4
Aesthetics: 3.5
Ergonomics: 3.5
Tone: 3.5
Value: 3

On-bench
Overall Construction 3
Wood Choice 3
Materials Choice 3
Joinery 2
Fretwork 4
Fit and Finish of Adornments 3
Quality of Finish Work 3
Ease of Repair 2
Potential Range of Setup 1
Balance on knee 3
Balance on strap 3
Overall Electronic Quality 3
Solder joints, wire runs 4
Clarity 5
Noise 5
Shielding 4
Quality for Price Range 2

The Passion IV is a very modern-sounding bass,

and the 3-band EQ allows a player to quickly

dial in a full range of sounds. It’s really great

for the contemporary player who uses more

modern techniques. 

In-Hand Score
3.50 average
On-Bench Score
3.12 average
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Vigier
Passion IV

CONFIGURATION

Strings: 4
Style: Double cutaway
Overall length: 45”
Body Dimension: 19 1/2" long x 13" wide at lower bout
Body Contouring: Moderate
Weight: 8.35 lbs

NECK

Scale length: 33.8”
Neck width at nut: 1.591"
Neck width 12th fret: 2.017"
Neck width at joint: 2.160"
Neck thickness at at nut: 1.013"
Neck thickness at 1st fret: .784"
Neck thickness at 12th fret: .968"
String spacing at nut: .416"
String spacing at saddle: .746"
Fingerboard radius: 10-12"
Neckshape: C shape
Peghead break angle: 10 deg
Bridge break angle: 12 deg
Afterlength at nut: 2.491-4.915"
Afterlength at saddle: 1.54"
Attachment: Bolt-on
Pocket gap: .009"
Truss rod type/access: No truss rod
Fret count: 24
Fretwire: 102x40

ELECTRONICS

Pickups: Vigier
Pickup location(s): 12 3/4”,  14/7/8”
Electronics: Vigier 3-band
Controls: Volume, blend, treble, bass
Shielding: Conductive paint
Preamp circuit voltage: 18V

CONSTRUCTION

Body woods: Alder (w/maple top and back)
Neck woods: Maple
Fingerboard: Phenowood
Body finish: Varnish
Neck finish: Gloss

HARDWARE

Strings: Vigier
Gauge: .04, .060, .080, .095 
Attachment: At bridge
Bridge/color: ABM / gold
Nut: Zero Fret with Teflon nut
Tuners/color: Shaller / gold
Knobs/color: Metal / gold
Pickguard: N/A
Control cavity cover: Black plastic

Vigier USA 
Tel: 631-697-3788
www.vigierusa.com



Phil Maneri’s

BASS 
LAB

a lot like hard plastic with a thick
polyurethane finish over it. In fact,
the whole bass has a very thick poly
finish that, while durable, is more
common on instruments a fraction
of it’s cost.

The pickups are two proprietary
single coils placed quite near each
other, stacked up by the bridge. The
three-band active circuit lives on its
own circuit board in a paint-
shielded cavity with several spots of
finish chipped away, making the
shield slightly incomplete.

My biggest beef with this
instrument is a lack of a truss rod.
All guitars, including those with
primarily graphite necks, have
benefitted from having some kind

French manufacturing always
marches to its own drummer. To
whit: the Citroen car. They have a
fantastic trippy look that almost
excuses their quirky performance.
In that same vein is the French
Vigier Passion IV. This bass has a
unique look, non-traditional body
shape, and an unusually trim neck.
They use a zero fret, which I’m a
fan of. The hardware is great,
higher-end Schaller and ABM. The
frets are of usual size, and very
well executed. The weight is nice
and light, without creating major
balance issues.

The literature suggests the body is
alder, the neck is maple, and the
fingerboard is “Phenowood.”  Not
quite sure what that, is but it looks

of truss rods, and suffered when
they were lacking. Without the
availability of adjustments, you are
at the mercy of the material’s
natural movement over time, for
good or bad. Even Martin guitars,
the last stalwart holdout, succumbed
to adding truss rods to their
instruments in 1986, when they
understood how important precise
relief adjustments are to players. I
wouldn’t risk taking this instrument
on the road without a truss rod,
unless your action expectations
were very forgiving.

It’s a comfortable bass to play and
sounds very good. Its lack of a truss
rod keeps it from getting my higher
marks or recommendation.

Vigier Passion IV
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Xsonics and Bass Gear Magazine
bring you an opportunity to win the

Xsonics 215CF Bass Cab!
All you need to do is subscribe to either the free digital or paid print version of Bass Gear Magazine at www.bassgearmag.com. 

If you are already a subscriber, you can still enter the giveaway contest by logging onto your account at www.bassgearmag.com and following the simple instructions.
Additional rules and conditions apply (see web page). Must be at least 18 years of age. Void where prohibited. International winners responsible for shipping and duty.

Winner will be announced in issue #13.
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By Tom Bowlus

In years past, the difference between the Winter and Summer
NAMM Shows was defined as much by the show environment
as it was the density of gear and humans. The (older) Nashville
Convention Center was an entirely adequate building, but it had
a tendency to kind of fade into the background, and generally
seemed a bit more “quaint” than the Anaheim Convention
Center, which hosts the Winter NAMM Show each January.
However, with the opening of the new Music City Center,
Nashville has upped the ante, and takes center stage, even before
the first booth is set up. The Music City Center is big and
glorious, and just feels artistic and hip from any angle, inside or
out. 

Perhaps it was this new, fresh setting, or
perhaps it was a conscious effort to put
economic doldrums behind, and move
forward with purpose, but the 2013
Summer NAMM Show had a certain
optimism about it. Of the 422
exhibitors, 157 were there making their
first Summer NAMM appearance.
11,498 NAMM members (and their
authorized guests) made the trek to
Nashville, and thousands more joined
the fun on Saturday for Music Industry
Day (aka, “public day”).

The gear on display was worth the trip
in and of itself, as evidenced by the
winners of our 2013 Summer NAMM
Best of Show Awards. But, as usual, it
was the opportunity to make new
connections in person, refresh and build
upon prior relationships, and just spend
some quality time with old friends that
makes the Nashville show so much fun.
Hitting Broadway with Mike Tobias on
his birthday was definitely a highlight,
as was an in-depth conversation with
the intelligent and energetic man behind
Essential Sound Products, Michael
Griffin.

The annual two-day Bass Bash at JT
Schmid’s has become an Anaheim
tradition. In recent years, though,
Nashville has developed its own
signature event, the Summer NAMM
Bass Bash, held at Douglas Corner on
Friday and Saturday night. Roy Vogt
and Adam Nitti have helped make this
event an annual powerhouse, and the
lineups on both nights this year were
jaw-dropping, including performances
by Sean O’Bryan Smith, Malcolm-
Jamal Warner, Doug Johns, Quintin
Berry, Vail Johnson, Scott Fernandez,
Darren Michaels, David Pastorious and
Joseph Patrick Moore. If you get down
to the Summer NAMM Show, consider
this a must-see event on both nights!
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Roscoe Guitars – Century Standard Plus 5

Traynor Amplification – Bass Master YBA-1 Tube Amp
and YBX212 Bass Cab

Eventide – H9 Harmonizer Effects Processor Pedal

Awards
By Tom Bowlus

While taking in the glory of the new Music City Center, the following three manufacturers
grabbed our attention and earned our Bass Gear Magazine 2013 Summer NAMM Show
Awards:

Roscoe Guitars – Century Standard Plus 5
We here at Bass Gear Magazine have long been fans of Keith Roscoe and his work. We
reviewed all three iterations of the Century model back in BGM #5, and were duly
impressed. Since then, the Century lineup was first expanded to allow for J-bass style
pickups and placement, and, as announced at the 2013 Summer NAMM Show, they can
now be ordered with a P/J pickup configuration. This particular Century Standard Plus 5
featured an Aguilar P/J pickup setup, and it played like a dream. Keith Roscoe proves, once
again, why he is one of the best of the best! www.roscoeguitars.com

Traynor Amplification – Bass Master YBA-1 Tube Amp and YBX212 Bass Cab
The Traynor YBA-1 is a classic all-tube head design, which won the favor of bass players
and guitar players, alike. In recognition of the 50th anniversary of this design, Traynor
released a limited run of special YBA-1 “50th Anniversary” models. That was cool, but it
left those of us who weren’t on that very short list on the outside, looking in. Recognizing
the sizeable and unmet demand for a reissued YBA-1, Traynor has decided to bring the
head back for good. Best yet, they are keeping the prices affordable, at $899 (MSRP) for
the head, and $649 for the YBX212 extension cab. www.traynoramps.com

Eventide – H9 Harmonizer Effects Processor Pedal
Eventide has long been a hallmark of quality studio effects. When they first introduced
the ModFactor, PitchFactor, TimeFactor, and Space stompboxes, the temptation to bring all
those killer effects to your pedalboard was tempered only by considerations of cost and
space (these are some healthy sized pedals). With the H9, Eventide has removed any
rational debate against bringing their effects to your live rig. It takes the best of all four of
their other pedals and fits it all into a package that’s smaller than any one of the other
pedals. But, wait! There’s more! With a free app, you can control the H9 wirelessly (via
Bluetooth) from an iPod, iPhone, or iPad. If it seems too good to be true, it isn’t. Which is
why we just had to give a Best of Show Award to Eventide for the phenomenal and
flexible H9. www.eventide.com/AudioDivision/Products/StompBoxes/H9.aspx 

2013
Summer
NAMM
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LuthiersAccessGroup
Location: Chicago, Illinois
Owner: Dan Lenard
Website:
www.luthiersaccessgroup.com

For this installment of the Bass
Gear Magazine Dealer Profile, we
turn to our friend, Dan Lenard, and
his bass-specific shop, Luthiers
Access Group.

BGM – Tell us about your
business and how it is set up.

DL – Back in the day [late ‘70s]
before the net and bass-specific
publications, I recall seeing a small
classified ad for a custom bass
builder in the back of Guitar Player
magazine. This was Alembic. I
contacted them about getting a bass,
and I was told the price would be
$2,500. But, where can I first try
one? California; they suggested I
send the money, and they would
send the bass when it was done.
They were sure I would love the
bass. However, the bass would be
mine, whether I loved it or not. That
was a little too risky for me,
considering I had never played an
Alembic and there was no return
policy if the bass did not “fit.”

So, I cannot try one one first, and I
cannot return the bass if I did not
like it? I thought to myself, “There
must be a better way for distant
builders and players to hook up.”
This thought remained dormant for
a number of years.

About that time, I bought a record
album by pianist John Serry with
Jimmy “Flim” Johnson on
“Olympic 5-string bass,” which I
correctly assumed was really an
Alembic. Then, I heard of a local
player Jake Kot playing a 5-string
bass. 5-string bass? That sounds
interesting. Jake had a custom 5-
string neck made by Wooden Music
in Chicago; the neck was fitted to a
Fender bass. Soon after, I
commissioned Jim Beach at
Wooden Music to make a fretless 5
that I had designed. I would visit
the workshop every couple of
weeks to see progress and see the
build process. It was then that I
decided I was not cut out to be a
luthier, though as a player I loved
the idea of custom basses as a
means of providing each player
with a proper fit. Would you rather
wear a suit off the rack at Sears, or
get a suit from a skilled tailor?

In late 1993, I contracted strep
throat and was given a ten-day
regimen of antibiotics. After seven
days, I was feeling fine, so I
stopped the meds. One week later, I
was in the hospital, paralyzed head
to toe. I was diagnosed with
Guillain-Barre syndrome – my own
antibodies were attacking my
central nervous system. The initial
diagnosis was 6-12 months in the
hospital and rehab; maybe in two
years, I would regain most of my
mobility. Damn! No more bass
playing?

While paralyzed, I had plenty of
time to think – IF I do recover from
this, what will I change in my life? I
promised that if I make it, I will
give my idea a go. I got out of the
hospital in three weeks, back to
work in seven weeks, and I regained
full mobility. This seemed like a
sign to fulfill that promise.

The buyer’s guides available at the
time provided me with contact info
for about 100 builders, small and
large – US and Euro alike. I wrote
or faxed all of these builders with
my proposal: “Send me a bass free
of charge, and I promise I will for
one year promote your gear via ads,
guitar shows, my first website, and
personal contact with players here
in the Chicago area.” I was a total
stranger asking other total strangers
to send a free bass to me – how
naïve I must have been. Still, one
dozen accepted my offer, and
Luthiers Access Group was born in
late 1994.

BGM – What motivated you to
start a retail bass store? What
makes Luthiers Access Group
unique?

DL – I saw a need in the bass
community for what I do. I am a
talent scout and matchmaker. Great
basses can be made anywhere.
Great basses need to be played. My
main sales tool is getting these
basses into the hands of the US and
world bass community. Once I
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began to learn of the many
extremely talented, but little known
or unknown, bass builders in the
world, one selfish motivation was to
find basses that spoke loud and
clear to me. The Holy Grail, as they
say. I have found a handful that are
“right” for me. These are basses
that I cannot envision ever selling.
Along the way, I have become
aware of many luthiers, and I am
fortunate to work with some of the
best bass builders today.

BGM – Is Luthiers Access Group
a typical retail store?

DL – I do not care to sell
accessories such as strings, straps,
picks. We do not give lessons here.
I do NOT want the cost of having a
store front with regular Monday
through Saturday hours. Who do
you think REALLY pays for the
cost of operating a storefront? I do
not try to serve the entire bass
community by carrying inexpensive
Far East factory made basses.
Others do a great job of this. Most
of the builders within Luthiers
Access Group make 20-50 basses a
year (for the entire world). I am a
one-man shop, and work out of my
home studio, with players coming
by via private appointment for some

quality time with great basses in a
focused environment. I really enjoy
the interpersonal contact.

Players are welcome to come by to
audition our basses via a private
appointment. I urge the player to
bring his/her bass as a starting point
of reference. Basses are run through
a Glockenklang Bass Art head and a
pair of Glock cabinets. I call this rig
“The Truth,” because it does tell
you about each bass and about
yourself as a player. A typical visit
is 2-3 hours long, with no rush or
pressure. I try to be helpful and
unobtrusive during the player’s time
here. Local players and passing-
thru-towners love the intimacy of
this experience – one-on-one with a
slew of basses they have never
before played. I want each player to
find the best bass for him/her. If a
player asks me, “What is the best
bass in the shop?” my answer is,
“After you have played them all,
you tell me.”

TBYB (Try Before You Buy). For
any bass, playing the instrument
tells you much more about the bass
than any pics and text on the web
can. I get this 100%. Beautiful
wood means nothing if the bass
does not first play and sound great.

I offer a trial period for any of our
basses. I want bassists to play and
hear our basses where it counts for
them – at home, in the studio,
rehearsal or gig. I want them to
make an informed decision.
Nobody is “stuck” with a bass that
is not right.

BGM – What percentage of your
business consists of internet-based
sales?

DL – About 80-85%; the rest are
Chicago area-based players and out-
of-towners who visit.

BGM – How long have you been
in business? What was your prior
career?

DL – The business officially started
in 1995, and till 2010, I worked a
day gig and ran Luthiers Access
Group. Standard life considerations
prevented me from leaving the day
gig till late 2009. I went full time
starting in 2010 when my employer
downsized and I was laid off. A
silver lining event.
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BGM – Tell us some of your
favorite Luthiers Access Group
moments.

After a player receives his/her bass,
and a few days or a week later –
after really getting to know the new
bass – said player calls to say,
“Wow! This bass is just as you
described  it. I LOVE it, thank
you!”

BGM – Do you have any other
hobbies?

DL – Hiking, walking, reading, an
occasional film, and listening to
music, live and recorded.

BGM – Do you gig?

DL – No gigs; occasional jam
sessions. I have the luxury/curse of
playing only the music I really love
– no need to support the family by
doing a wedding or cover band. The
only problem with this is that the
music I like is not likely gigable,
and it is difficult to find other
players with a similar interest. Oh
yeah, one other problem. The gap
between the music my brain ingests
and what I can actually play seems

to get larger by the day.
I do like to attend other player’s gig
to test and hear our amps and basses
in action.

BGM – What instruments and
gear excites you the most, looking
forward?

DL – Most of the builders I work
with make 20-50 instruments a year
– no factories and acookie cutter
bass builders, here. They all love
building and they strive to improve
the state of bass. Knowing this, and
seeing and playing their present-day
visions, is a genuine privilege. What
will these great talents develop in
the near future? Who among them
may be the Stradivarius of the 21st
century bass guitar? Makes me want
to live forever ...

BGM – Tell us about your
personal collection.

DL – 1968 Mosrite Combo – a
semi–acoustic bass; my 1st quality
bass and where my personal interest
in semi-acoustic basses began.
1971-72 Gibson Les Paul Basses –
great basses, I still play and enjoy
these. 1979 Jim Beach bass – my

first “custom” bass – a fretless 5
that I still own. 1976 Guild B-50 – a
large-bodied true acoustic bass
guitar. 1990’s EYB tenor sitar bass
– a unique, German-made
instrument.

I also have a handful of modern
basses that are what I play most
often: Kenneth Lawrence
ChamberBrase II 5/33”, a pair of
Jerzy Drozd Oracle VI/33” fretted
and fretless, Jerzy Drozd Barcelona
VI MIDI and Barcelona V MIDI
fretless.
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Guest Column
By Freddy Villano

Sometime in the ‘70s, when Jaco
Pastorius took a household butter
knife to the poorly de-fretted neck
of his stock 1962 Fender Jazz Bass
and filled the slots, and missing
chunks, with DuraTite™ filler
(plastic wood) and then covered the
fingerboard with several coats of
Petit’s Poly-Poxy (boat epoxy), he
unwittingly instigated a revolution,
not only in bass playing, but also in
terms of craftsmanship. In an effort
to recreate the singing tonalities
associated with Jaco’s epoxy-coated
fretless, countless individuals have
certainly emulated this
modification. Few, however, have
mastered the process to such a
degree as HG Thor Guitar Lab in

Vestal, NY. “The moment I heard
Jaco Pastorius in the late ‘70s, I just
had to try making a bass like his,”
recalls proprietor and master
craftsman HG Thor. Over the past
30-plus years, HG has been refining
this technique to such a degree that
he now has a six-year waiting list of
clients. A guitarist by trade, HG sat
down with Bass Gear Magazine to
discuss his impeccable attention to
detail and the evolution of his
business.

FV: How did you first get into
modifying instruments?

HGT: It was the sound of Pete
Seeger’s banjo when I was five

years old that started my stringed
instrument obsession. Three years
later, a local violin maker built a
mold for my dad and me that we
used to bend a couple of pieces of
wood into guitar sides. At age nine, I
sold my first cigar box guitar for
$12. 

As a kid, I also loved building
electronic kits. In 1968, my dad
bought me an Encore semi-hollow
electric guitar and a Kent Growler
wah pedal that I modified to become
a volume pedal when turned off. I
never had a real amp until 1982, so I
modified various tube-based record
player guts and hi-fi amps and
played through homemade speaker
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cabs in early bands. In 1969, when I
was 14 years old, I built distortion
and compressor circuits from
project articles in Popular
Electronics, which started my
obsession for guitar devices. I also
thought it would be cool to put a
bunch of effects in one box and
have them controlled remotely with
a multi-footswitch. I called it the
“SMU” for sound mod unit. I built
the box and front panel, designed
configuration switching and found
relays, connectors and jacks. 

FV: What is the background of
HG Thor Guitar Lab?

HGT: After high school, I largely
worked as a carpenter-remodeler
and went to engineering college for
a couple of years. But I was always
playing and customizing my guitars
and equipment along the way. I also
worked with some local guys – one
of them was a notable and gifted
guitarist from Binghamton, NY by
the name of Mark Debellis. He had
a Steinberger headless guitar, which
was totally innovative at the time,
and he asked me to do some work
on it. The mods were simple, but he
was impressed and encouraged me
to start my own repair and custom
guitar shop, which I did in 1989,
using the name HG Thor Custom
Guitar Shop. Some of my time at
the shop was spent hosting sessions
with various musician friends who
were interested in sonic
experimentation and gear insanity
and testing. We called these get-
togethers “Tone Labs,” and I soon
changed the name to the HG Thor
Guitar Lab. I still enjoy a good lab.

FV: What were your first
attempts at doing the fretless
modification like? 

HGT: In 1980, I bought a student
level short-scale Kay bass and
proceeded to hack away by
removing the frets with a butter

knife and pliers, using some
descriptions I’d read from Jaco as
my guide. A metal file worked okay
for leveling the epoxy. Surprisingly,
the ugly beast played pretty well.
Perhaps already knowing materials
and good practices associated with
both auto restoration and home
remodeling, like painting, gluing,
woodworking, as well as instrument
construction, gave me a leg up on
the mod to begin with. A fellow
musician enjoyed playing it and
asked me to mod a few of his basses
with epoxy during the 1980s and
‘90s. Other local bassists followed,
and with each mod, I learned how
to improve the process. 

FV: What is the “triage stage” of
the process and why is it integral
to the epoxy mod?

HGT: Since this mod creates a
playing surface with an infinite
number of notes to play, there is no
place for deviation. The response
and tonality has got to be uniform
throughout, or at least be no
impedance from the epoxy mod,
itself. If a fingerboard is not linear
to start with, I cannot shape the
final surface of epoxy to a high
standard of linearity. So, preparation
to make it level is a priority, as well
as all the other concerns, such as
fret removal, fitting wood veneers,
inlay, radius and good adhesion.

FV: What are some of the
challenges you encounter when
starting with a fretted
instrument?

HGT: Well, first of all, be it known
I don’t use a butter knife anymore.
De-fretting has evolved for me, and
I have found ways to minimize
chip-out and damage. There are
woods that cooperate especially
well, like rosewood, which can
make a clean mod to fretless. I have
in stock a few different veneers that
I use for fretlines – maple being the

most popular. In my experience, it’s
best to use wood fretlines with
wood fingerboards. At this stage of
preparation, I can install inlays
and/or repair any previous damage
or appearance issues that may have
resulted from the customer’s prior
attempts at de-fretting and/or wood-
filling. Utilizing my brief art school
training, I’ll use really small
brushes to go over every single
chip-out or filled-in pore in the
fingerboard wood. I do my best to
make sure the final result is
consistently gorgeous with no
playability issues resulting from the
epoxy mod. I am always stunned by
how much color and contrast from
the wood-grain pops out with clear
epoxy over it. 

FV: What is “cure time” and why
do these mods take several
months from start to finish?

HGT: Epoxy does well with at least
a month cure time, and continually
gets harder by smaller degrees over
time. I found two carefully dressed
layers works best, and I like to give
the first a bit of cure as well – the
longer, the better. I also offer a CTC
option that likes curing about a
month, as well. It’s not a rush
service, exactly. 

FV: How long does the epoxy
finish last and are there any
maintenance requirements? 

HGT: There is no escaping the fact
that metal is harder than any epoxy,
and visual scratching does occur,
especially with roundwound strings,
but I am still waiting for the first
“resurfacing,” or even a repair
request. Some players prefer
flatwounds with this mod, but the
majority use roundwounds, which
create an inspiring liveliness. So far,
I do not know of a player who has
worn deep enough into the epoxy to
have a tone or playability issue
requiring attention. Any scratch
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marks can be subdued with an auto
scratch remover paste between
string changes. 

FV: Is there any magic to this
epoxy mod beyond just protecting
a fingerboard from roundwound
string wear?

HGT: Based on my experience, an
epoxy fingerboard coating is hard
enough to protect the wood, but it is
light enough to allow the neck
woods to resonate naturally. Sustain
is greatly increased due to reduced
friction of the string against the hard
surface, as compared to the
inherently softer fingerboard wood.
The resulting tone is articulate and
rich in partials, like a string will
behave on frets, yet with increased
“mwah” and swell. Fingering and
plucking hand technique combined
with a tweak of the tone knob can
access a large spectrum of tonal
variety and nuance.

FV: Do you offer help for DIYers
or divulge materials, such as type
of epoxy?  

HGT: It is very easy to badly
damage a bass with both tooling and

epoxy and working with chemicals
can be dangerous to your health.
Both of those issues are good
enough reasons to distance myself
from any responsibility that may
result from offering advice. I
employ a number of processes and
unusual pricey tooling that would
challenge an experienced luthier, let
alone a do-it-yourselfer – it has
taken me many years to perfect this
process. 

FV: When did you realize you had
a business model based on this
modification?

HGT: I can’t recall exactly what I
may have charged for the mods I
did during the ‘80s and ‘90s, but I
can safely say there was a major
turning point for me with the
Internet. I kept web content simple,
with brief descriptions of what my
shop offered, and included some
pictures of my custom-made
instruments. The epoxy mod was
actually a side mention. In 2003,
Xavier Padilla, then touring with
the Gypsy Kings, emailed me. He
wrote, “Hi, I live in France. There’s
any possibility to get this epoxy job
done on my Jaco Fender model? I

think no one here knows how to do
it as good as you seem to. The Jaco
model really isn’t as close as it
should be in terms of neck
conditions.” The challenge was
exciting, and Xavier’s knowledge
and requirements were a great
learning experience. He toured with
my mod and gave it generous
compliments online, which resulted
in many other bassists from around
the world requesting the mod. I
dedicated a web page to the epoxy
fretless mod that includes lots of
fun pictures and thoughts from all
the fine people who have received
my work. This mod has become the
larger part of my business, and it’s
challenging to keep up with
requests.

For more on HG Thor Guitar Lab
visit him at:
http://www.woodwiz.com/epoxy/
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Pitch and Frequency

From The Bench
By Tom Lees

Do you know what I don’t like to do? Play games. I
know what you are thinking, but I just do not enjoy it.
My son, on the other hand, would play his X-box every
waking minute of his day, if I’d let him. Do you know
what I like? Science. I like thinking about the world
around me. Okay, last part of my long segue here … As
of last year, I have adopted a new philosophy about life;
it can be expressed in one word: simplify.

To tie this up, in this column, I am going to simplify my
life with a compromise and meet all you gamers out
there smack dab in the middle of the road. Roll up your
sleeves, kids, we are gonna have some fun!

As I have written in a previous article about hearing, our
ears are very clever tools. The communication and
encoding mechanism that our bodies use to convey
information from our ears to our brain is exquisite. It is
what our brain does with that information that is a bit
wondrous, perplexing, and at times, lacking. Let me
show you what I mean.

In general terms, our brain processes the sound
information picked up by our ears, and converts that
information into sound sensations. One property of

sound sensation is often referred to as “pitch.” Pitch is
what enables us to make distinctions and
characterizations about a sound that we hear. In general
terms, our brain creates a scale, or range. We place the
bass low and the ‘90s hair-band, rock-dog screeching
singer high in that range. 

Now, check this out. Our brain makes this distinction of
pitch based upon the rate of vibration of the sound we
hear. We use the term “frequency” to mean the rate at
which a pure, or otherwise constant, tone vibrates, often
expressed in cycles per second, or Hertz (abbreviated,
Hz). Got it? Pitch is not the same thing as frequency.
Rather, it is a related concept.

Let’s ignore noise for the sake of this conversation, and
focus on sounds heard in music. Let’s take an A string
tuned to standard tuning. Pluck that A and let it ring for
five seconds. Ignoring the complexities of string
vibration for a moment, we can consider that the
fundamental of the string (55Hz) generated 275
vibrations in that string pluck (55Hz x 5 seconds).
Further considering the harmonics, let’s just call it a lot
of vibrations. However, our brain simplifies all of that
vibration information into a single sensation of pitch.
We rolled features of frequency and time into a single
measure. We say, “Oh, you just played an A.” However,
I do not say, “Oh, you just played 275 cycles of 55Hz
vibration.”

Let me give you another example. How many of you
have ever tuned a bass using harmonics? You get a
reference pitch (e.g., assume your E is in tune), then you
hit a harmonic on the 5th fret of the E string and
compare that pitch to the sound you hear by hitting the
harmonic on the 7th fret of the A string. Your brain
converts all of that information into pitch sensations to
let you know if the A string is too high or too low,
relative to the E string. We are all pretty good at this,
and only the most tone deaf amongst us cannot get close
enough in tune to start playing using this “relative”
tuning method. Indeed, it is my guess that the ability of
our brain to compress or summarize all of this vibrationFig. 1 n-Track Tuner
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information into sets of single sensations is what allows
us to make fast comparisons of changes (e.g., to
compare two pitches), which ultimately leads to our
ability hear, understand and enjoy music.

But, let me ask you this. What absolute frequency did
you just tune to? Do you guess A = 55Hz, because that
is what you memorized that it should be, or do you
actually know?

Since I took over as Technical Editor, I have continued
to publish equalizer plots showing the EQ points of the
amps we test. I will bet at some point, each of you (or at
least those of you who actually read the article) look at
those charts, and with a nod of the head, proclaim, “Aha
… got it.” But do you?

What frequencies are truly musical? What EQ curves
ultimately result in better amp performance? Honestly, I
do not know. I use the curves as a comparison tool
against the same curves of other amps. I can then draw
general conclusions. This EQ is voiced generally
brighter than the other. Or, I might observe that this EQ
is going to have more band interaction that that EQ, etc.
This is because I am still trying to train my brain to
make better connections between the pitch sensations I
experience and the actual frequencies that generated
those sensations.

I said that I was going to meet you gamers in the middle
of the road, didn’t I? In order to start better
understanding frequencies and their relationship to
pitch, I “play” with a number of cool iOS device apps.
By the way, I have absolutely no affiliation with any of
the apps I am going to talk about. I happen to have
bought these apps, and these are the apps that I
personally like to use.

The first app I want to show you all is n-Track Tuner.
Check out Fig. 1. This is a great app that is good for
way more than tuning. I like to practice playing a note,
singing the note and identifying the pitch of the note I
am playing/singing. This app provides cool view,
including 3-D. There are a ton of great features in this
app that I simply cannot get to, but this app is way more
than a tuner. In the illustrative screen shot, a 3-D
spectrum analyzer provides a visual feedback of the
note I played, shows the pitch (F#) and shows that I was
a tad sharp, as indicated by the red-to-green fine-tuning
bar.

Another really cool app is Quiztones. Check out Fig. 2.
This app is a game that has so many variations, it will
keep you busy until you simply run out of time to keep
playing. In simple terms, this app is the best app that I
have come across that allows me to direct my ear
training, with regard to frequency, in a truly musical
context. For instance, in a basic training mode, the app
will play a pure tone, and you have to identify the
frequency. This game is really fun!

The game I like even better is the EQ game shown in
Fig. 2, because that game puts frequency training into a
really musical context. The way this game works, you
select a difficulty level based upon the amount of boost
to a frequency range. You also select music (which you
pull out of your iTunes playlist), or you can select an
instrument. In Fig. 2, I selected the bass guitar. The app
plays a bass line and allows you to toggle between EQ-
on and EQ-off. You have four options of frequency
ranges to select from. The game is simple; identify the
correct frequency range being boosted when the EQ is
on. Trust me, this is harder than you may think. Play
this game and really focus on what you are hearing, and
your understanding of the relationship between EQ,
frequency, pitch and the plots that I post, will start
making more sense from a musical perspective.

I have a bunch of other apps I want to share with you,
but I will get to those another time.

Let’s face it. Compared to what you spend on your
instrument, amp, even cables, these apps are cheap,
even if you have to pay 2-3 dollars to upgrade from a
Lite to a Pro version. For just a few bucks, you can
expand your understanding of music, frequency, pitch,
EQ, and that will make you a better musician, making
these apps a bargain.

Fig. 2 Quiztones
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Welcome to the table,“Luthier’s Roundtable”
By Tom Bowlus

Welcome once again to the Bass
Gear Magazine Luthiers’ Round
Table. In this column, we present
our group of distinguished luthiers
with technical questions and pick
their brains on a variety of topics
related to lutherie. The exalted
ranks of Round Table Luthiers now
includes Sheldon Dingwall, Harry
Fleishman, Vinny Fodera, Randall
Wyn Fullmer, George Furlanetto,
Mike Kinal, Kenneth Lawrence,
Gerald Marleaux, Carey
Nordstrand, Michael Pedulla, Roger
Sadowsky, Pete Skjold, Michael
Tobias, and Joe Zon.

Here are the questions for this
installment…

BGM – What finish do you prefer
to use on bodies and necks, and
why?

Sheldon Dingwall – Polyester for
gloss finishes on bodies, and
polyurethane for satin finishes on
necks and bodies. We like PE on
bodies because it’s tough and resists
wear better than anything else

we’ve tried. It’s a tough finish to
master. Necks have different finish
needs than bodies. A thick finish
can cause a neck to be less stable
during seasonal/humidity changes if
it’s paired with an oil finished
fingerboard. We used to use oil
finish only on our necks because it
balanced the vapour resistance of
the oil finish on the fingerboards,
but have since found a polyurethane
that we tweak to give improved
wear characteristics and similar
vapour resistance. Environmental
regulations have been changing
finishes dramatically over the last
ten years. What worked ten years
ago may not today, due to formula
changes in the finish to meet code.

Michael Tobias – Right now, we
are using a catalyzed acrylic satin
urethane on the bodies and necks. It
reminds me more of an oil finish,
and has great durability.

Randall Fullmer – My preferred
finish is a hand-applied oil finish. I
put on four to six coats by hand,
rubbing out with progressively finer
emory paper between each
coat. The oil I use is a blend of

various tung oils, with a hint of
urethane for permanence and
stability. It’s a two-week process,
ending with carnuba and bees wax.
I then supply a can of this wax with
each bass for occasional added
protection.

Pete Skjold – I used to use
polyester on the bodies, and with
some helpful tips and suggestions
from Sheldon and Carey, I got
pretty good at it. The problem for
me was how much labor it involved
for a one-man shop, and how toxic
the material was while applying,
sanding and buffing. I now use all
waterborne oil/urethane satin for my
natural finishes, and a waterborne
satin conversion varnish (catalyzed
polyurethane) on basses with color
or solid color. I use this for the
headstock and heel plate of the
neck, as well. It is super
durable and it is a very thin finish,
compared to what I had with the
polyester. On the rest of the neck
(back and sides), I use a special
oil/urethane mixture which I
developed about twenty years ago,
now. It feels like bare wood, but it
is a finish. It penetrates the open
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pores of the wood and seals them,
as it builds a very thin layer on the
surface. This process is done with a
foam brush. I call this finish my
Estate finish.

George Furlanetto – We use a
urethane lacquer, for its’ durability,
ease of application, appearance and
feel. All these factors need to be
taken into consideration and
balanced.

Harry Fleishman – As usual, as a
custom builder, my approach makes
it hard to answer without a lot of
caveats. When I design for other
companies, I’m usually stuck with
what they like, which is not always
my choice. I love the feel of Tru-Oil
on a neck; a few coats, well-dried,
then sanded back to bare wood, so
that the oil just barely protects the
neck wood. It takes a bit of
refreshing from year to year, but
feels lovely. The AntiGravity bass I
designed for Jackson had Tru-Oil on
a mahogany neck (thanks to my
good friend Donnie Wade at Fender,
who suggested it and made it
happen) and I loved it. Probably not
very practical for many bassists, or
manufacturers, for that matter.

I was really appreciative when
Warwick showed up with non-
glossy finishes. It made it more
acceptable to avoid the thicker,
more plasticy, finishes. Again, it
depends on the instrument, but for
an acoustic bass, my favorite is
either very little nitro, or a thin
rubbed-in oil, dried and then
covered with a thin shellac rub. It is
almost matte, and is very, very light.

For electric basses, I like the same
thing, but usually have to think in
terms of what a bassists has seen,
both of my work and other
builders’. Thin seems to be the
trick, although in bass shootouts, the
really thick finished basses often
score highly for tone, and even for
feel.  

A big part of my choices in finishes
comes from my desire to use a non-
toxic, environmentally friendly
finish. About 15 years ago, I
stopped doing lacquer of any sort in
my shop. Too late! I already did a
lot of damage to my lungs. If a
person is going to use any sort of
lacquer, whether nitro or catalyzed,
they need to treat it like poison and
take it very seriously. I was too lax
and paid the price. After I figured
that out, I either sent my basses to a
finisher and hoped he worked safely
(Michael Bashkin, a fine builder
from Colorado, finished my
prototypes for Avian Guitars; he
looks like an astronaut or pest
controller when he finishes), or used
the following recipe.

When I have had to finish lately, I
rub shellac into the wood first,
applying a few coats to both bring
up the figure and to give the next
coat something good to stick to.
Then, I either brushed or rubbed
water-based finish on for a more
solid protection of the surface. Last,
and with a good fan pulling the
vapors away, I rubbed on a very
thin coat of semi-gloss Deft, a nitro
lacquer. The tiny bit of lacquer was
only to make it repairable. Some
modern water-based finishes are
now repairable, so that may not be
necessary. Surprisingly, both
musicians and luthiers seem to like
the way this finish looks and feels.

Carey Nordstrand – We use
polyester on the bodies and a satin
acrylic urethane on the necks. If the
headstock has gloss, then we use
polyester on the headstock, as
well. Both of these finishes provide
the best durability and appearance,
while allowing for ease of
application. We do keep them thin,
as this definitely has an impact on
the tone.

An example of a Sadowsky body/neck finish.
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An example of an MTD body/neck finish.

Roger Sadowsky – We use a
polyester finish on the bodies and a
satin nitro on the necks. I like
polyester for its hardness and wear
resistance. Since we sell on 7-day
approval, we also apply static cling
mylar protectors in areas likely to
get scratched. We cannot use the
static cling on nitro.

For the necks, I have always loved
the feel of a thin satin nitro. It will
gloss up from playing, but it feels
more like an older, broken-in finish
at that point, rather than a new
shiny nitro finish. We apply it thin,
and some customers wear through
the finish quickly. We encourage
that.

Gerald Marleaux – I like the feel
of wax finish, but we never use it.
It’s not enough protection to the
wood. We use mostly a thin coating
for satin finishes with
2K polyurethane for necks and
bodies. For high gloss on body and

headstock, mostly burl woods, we
use polyester. The necks are always
satin. I love the feel of thin coating
if you can feel the wood. The neck
has to be the same grip and a good
feel, if players are sweating or not.

Michael Pedulla – I use a high-
gloss polyester topcoat on the
MVP/Buzz, T Thunderbass,
Thunderbolt, and Rapture. I use a
two-part catalyst satin urethane and
oil combination on the ET
Thunderbass and Nuance.

Kenneth Lawrence – The majority
of my instruments are finished with
a polymerized oil finish with a hard
wax applied to everything but the
back of the neck at the end. I find it
has a more “organic” sound that I
prefer, and the protection is pretty
good. For sprayed finishes,
polyester, catalyzed urethane or
lacquer; I subcontract that out,
because I no longer have a booth. 

Mike Kinal – Polyester finish is
what we use for the bodies and satin
nitro for the necks. Our archtop
guitars are finished in a nitro
lacquer.

Vinny Fodera – We prefer
catalyzed acrylic lacquer on both
our bodies and necks, because it is
durable, relatively easy to work
with, and we can hand-rub it to a
satin finish – which is pleasing to
the touch, and easy to repair.

Joe Zon – Depending on the model,
we use polyester and/or urethane.
On the composite necks and wood
bodies, we primer coat with
polyester. If it’s a natural gloss, then
it’s all polyester. Basses having a
solid color or burst get primed with
poly, then shot with urethane color
and top coated with polyester. Bolt-
on necks and satin finishes are shot
with flat urethane. 

We don’t use grain fillers,
preferring the poly to seal the pores
to prevent shrink back. Over the
years, through a trial and error
process, we have developed a
system where we know exactly how
much material to apply to provide
the thinnest coating possible, while
providing more than adequate
protection. This allows the
instrument to “breathe,” without
compromising the durability and
luster required. 

BGM – How do you apply your
finish?

Sheldon Dingwall – The finishes
are sprayed with a variety of guns.
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We have seven or eight, in total.
Grain filler is wiped on by hand.
There are several sanding stages
during the finishing process and
prior to buffing. The final gloss film
thickness is less than .010”. That’s
sealer, grain filler, color shaders and
top coat, combined.

Michael Tobias – We spray it on
after sealing and coloring the bodies
and necks. Once the basses are
sanded out, they get hand-rubbed
color, if the customer wants that.
Doing the color by hand tends to
limit your color choices some, but I
think it gives the wood more depth.
After the color is applied, we use
several coats of Smith “clear
penetrating epoxy” to set the color
and seal the wood.

Randall Fullmer – All by hand,
with soft cotton, lint-free cloths.

Pete Skjold – I spray the bodies
and the headstock and heel plate of
the neck. The back of the neck has
the finish hand-applied, but only
after the neck itself has been sanded
to 800 grit. I raise the grain of the
wood between each coat to simulate
years of sweat and burnishing,
which is how those old Fenders get
that great feel on the back of the
neck. This is a total process to get
the necks to a finished state. It takes
longer, but I love the results, and
my customers seem to really
appreciate it, too.

George Furlanetto – Clear and
coloured coats are sprayed on. If an
oil finish is requested, then nine
coats are applied by hand.

Harry Fleishman – Mostly, I apply
my finish now from a very great
distance. I send them out. If in my
own shop, I use the above recipe, or
simply use a self-polymerizing oil,
like tung or walnut oil. Less is
more. I have a Master’s degree in
Applied Language; oddly, no one
ever asks how I apply language, or
which language I apply.

Carey Nordstrand – We apply our
finish by having someone else do
it. ;-) My finisher is local to me, so I
can keep a really tight control on
quality and deal with any issues that
we have. But he’s been very good
and consistent. I really have a hard
time with the dust and other issues
that come from finishing in house. I
am much happier having it done off
site.

Roger Sadowsky – Spray... keeping
the finish as thin as possible.

Gerald Marleaux – We spray first
a thin basic coat (two times) and
after sanding, the final satin coat a
few days later. We use a specific
gun for every coat – so we work
with three different cone sizes.

Michael Pedulla – It is sprayed,
sanded, and the polyester is buffed.
I do all my own finish work on site.

Kenneth Lawrence – My oil
finishes are all hand-rubbed with
grain raising and color, if applied,
done before. I’ve done oil finishes
for many years now, and I’ve
developed a pretty good system and
results that I’m happy with. I have
experimented with using a viscous
epoxy in the same manner as I
would with the oil, and really liked
that, as well. The combination of
epoxy as a substrate and finishing
with several coats of the
polymerized oil was very
successful, and I will be using that
on certain wood combinations.

An example of a Fodera body/neck finish.
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An example of an Fbass body/neck finish.

Mike Kinal – All the finishes are
applied with a spray gun. We spray
on thin coats, and sand in between.

Vinny Fodera – We have a spray
booth in the shop where we apply
our finish using a hand-held spray
gun.

Joe Zon – All the finishes are
sprayed. We have an arsenal of
HVLP guns, each dedicated to a
specific finish and color. 

BGM – Do you believe that
different finish materials (and/or
application methods) impact the
tone of the instrument? What
have you observed along these
lines?

Sheldon Dingwall – Yes, but tone
is only one part of the final goal in
choosing a finish. Everyone has a
slightly different order of priorities

between tone, appearance, stability,
feel, wear resistance, environmental
impact etc. Finish even affects the
weight of a bass. It may only be a
few thousandths of an inch thick,
but in total contributes a measurable
amount of weight. A gloss finish in
our case adds between 50 and 100
grams to the body.

We choose our neck finish for
seasonal stability, wear resistance
and feel. I tend to associate the
effects of finish on tone strictly with
body finish. The holy trinity of a
body finish goals is the thinnest
finish possible, while providing as
much protection as possible, all the
while enhancing the grain as much
as possible. Easier said than done.

I used to be able to hear the
difference between four and five
coats of clear coat. These days, I
hear more of a difference between

wood combinations and pickups
than finishes. Probably because our
finishes are so much more
consistent than in the old days (or
my hearing’s getting worse, or I
didn’t understand what I was
hearing back then, or...).

With catalyzed finishes, I believe
any difference in tone is mostly due
to the final thickness. Partly
because when you spec out a guitar
finish, you eliminate the extreme
finishes that are either way too soft
and flexible, or way too hard and
brittle, leaving the ones in the
middle. Once the solvents have
evaporated and the finish is cured,
what’s left is inert. Oils and
lacquers are different. Lacquer
releases vapours and plasticisers for
decades, continually getting thinner
and more brittle over time. In
Canada, our weather is really hard
on lacquer. We could use it, but
haven’t for that reason. Oil formulas
have changed pretty radically over
the last decade. I used to love oil
finishes. Others seem to make them
work, but we’ve given up on them
entirely

Michael Tobias – Yes, harder
finishes tend to sharpen the tone,
softer ones tend to dampen it. That
said, if the finish is really heavy and
thick, that also seems to choke the
bass, regardless of hard or soft.

Randall Fullmer – I work with a
wide variety of exotic hardwoods
from all over the world. A number
of them I feel are not meant to be
hard sealed. I can’t argue with the
fact that a hard shell finish can look
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as sexy as hell, and can require
literally no maintenance. On the
other hand, an oil finish, to me, lets
the bass tone and wood breath. I
feel I can hear the wood subtleties
and dynamics much more when it’s
allowed to breath. And I want to
feel the quality of the wood in my
hands and not be separated from it
with a thick coat of hard acrylic. I
will provide hard shell finishes
when requested (I send them out to
Pat Wilkins, an amazing finisher),
but oil finishes are always my first
choice. Since the board is basically
an oil finish, to me the neck feels
super smooth and great as an oil
finish, so it’s really down to what
you do with the body. The last plug
I’ll give for a great oil finish is that
if you ever scratch or bump your
bass, you can simply sand it out, re-
oil, a touch of wax, and you’re good
to go. A high-gloss coating, while
being overall easier to maintain, is
much more problematic when your
guitar intersects with the corner of
your favorite coffee table.

Pete Skjold – I do believe different
finishes will impact tone. I still
consider myself somewhat new to
these phenomenon, compared to
that of Michael Tobias and Sheldon
Dingwall. I have noticed similar
results as Michael Tobias, and I
definitely have experienced finish
adding to the weight of a bass and
the thickness of it contributing to an
effect on tone, as Sheldon
mentioned. I have found that if you
leave the pores open and don’t seal
them shut, the bass lacks a certain
focus in the resonance (dullness),
much like having several sound

holes in an acoustic instrument, but
once you seal the entire body, it acts
more like the hard back and side of
an acoustic instrument, reflecting
the sound back and forth internally,
letting less energy escape through
the pores of the wood. This could be
total B.S. scientifically, but that is
how I hear it when I have tried
different things. I noticed swamp
ash was somewhat lifeless if not
completely sealed with a hard
finish. I have had basses where I
had to build a lot of finish into the
pores of the wood (high gloss
wenge top anyone!?), and the
results were not good. The bass was
totally dampened by the finish. I
really like the results I get now with
the completely sealed finish, but
with this finish, I hear the focus and
there is still the openness I am
after. 

When it comes to necks, I have only
used my Estate finish. It allows
moisture to come and go without
affecting the stability of the neck
drastically. I have only owned and
played basses with heavy finishes
on the neck and body, and I don’t
remember them being any better or
worse, so I can’t talk on that.

George Furlanetto – Anything you
do to an instrument, to varying
degrees, impacts the final tone. The
harder the finish, the brighter and
more compressed the tone. Oil
finishes are very open and softer
sounding, almost like playing bare
wood. Finishes containing a lot of
“plastic” usually deaden the tone,
dampening that “sparkle.” Thicker
finishes have more impact than thin.

Harry Fleishman – I think the
thickness is more important than the
material, but I have absolutely no
data to support that. As your own
testing showed, our hands and ears
are much better judges of what is
good than our eyes and what we
read on the internet. I do know that
finish material itself has weight; too
much feels bad to me. Lighter
instruments appeal to me. When I
built the solid ebony bass for a
customer, I used a thin coat of oil
finish to keep the weight down.
Instead of 21 pounds, it only
weighed 20 pounds 15 3/4 ounces!

Carey Nordstrand – For me, the
appearance and ease of finish is
more important that the very minor
tone difference, if there is any,
between a thin PE finish and
lacquer or some other type. It is
almost impossible to really nail
down what the difference would be,
in any case, since differences in the
raw materials that make up the
instrument are always going to
impart differences in tone, even if
the basses are made with woods
from the same trees. You’d literally
have to somehow clean the finish
off an instrument perfectly and then
recoat it with the other variety and
make recordings of the outcome
with both types. Then, you’d have
to do a double blind listening test to
see if the difference was
noticeable. It’s a lot of mess for not
much benefit, in my opinion.

Now, I don’t doubt other builders
preferences for lacquer, or oil for
that matter, if that is what they
choose to use. It’s a part of the
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whole recipe of what makes a bass
sound the way it does, and I’m sure
it evolves with everything else
during the development of a
product. I always tell customers,
though, that if you believe that a
lacquer finish makes a bass sound
better, then get one finished in
lacquer (we do offer the
option). The preconception you
bring to the bass effects how you
perceive the tone. And that is a
valid component of a player’s
experience. State of mind is a large
part of the process of making music.

Roger Sadowsky – I do not hear a
difference. In addition to the
polyester, we offer an “aged nitro”
that is super thin. I do not hear any
difference based on finish. I think it
is more about finish thickness than
type of finish. I certainly disliked
the super thick poly finishes that
Fender used in the ‘70s, especially
on the necks.

On necks, I am very sensitive to
feel and generally do not like gloss
finish. I like satin polyurethane. It
stays satin looking much longer
than nitro, but it is much harder to
remove from the frets than nitro,
and we do about 50% with maple
fingerboards and fret before we
spray.

Gerald Marleaux – Yes, on some
lighter and softer woods, it can be a
good decision to use a thicker coat –
it can give the wood more stability
and the sound can change to
be more crisp in the highs. It
depends on the wood and
construction.

Michael Pedulla – I use polyester
for its superior luster and durability
and the oil/urethane combination for
similar durability, just a different
look and feel. I do not notice any
appreciable difference in tone
between finishes and feel there are
too many variables in materials
used, context, etc to make any
generalized statements about the
relationship of finish and tone in
solid body instruments.

Kenneth Lawrence – Absolutely!
As Mike and several others pointed
out, thick poly (or most any finish
applied too thickly) smothers the
instrument and can create a surface
tension that makes it feel wrong as
well. Obviously, because I favor the
lightness of the oil finishes, I like
how much more “open” the lighter
finishes allow the instrument to
react. A lighter finish, to me, has a
much more “organic” feel and
sound. The drawback being that the
instrument requires more care than
one that has a more “bulletproof”
finish. To me, that tradeoff is well
worth it.

That all said, I also agree with
Gerald in that, sometimes, you need
the “tightening” effect of a poly
finish on a lighter body wood in
order to focus what it’s doing.

Mike Kinal – Yes, I feel finish
material does affect the tone if it is
applied incorrectly. The main
concern that I have found is the
thickness of the topcoats. Too much
or uneven coating can cause an
instrument  to sound dull or
muffled.

Vinny Fodera – Absolutely, yes.
Every finish imparts a certain
quality to the tone of the finished
instrument. It depends on the
attributes of the finish itself, such as
its density and elasticity.  These
factors affect the way the wood
breathes and vibrates. We have
noticed this any time we have
experimented with a new type of
finish. The effect is often subtle, but
still discernible.

Joe Zon – As had been mentioned
previously, we have found that
thicker finishes can “choke” the
resonance of an instrument while
thinner finishes allow the
instrument to “breathe.” However,
in the case of non-tonal “tone
woods,” like buckeye, a thicker
polyester finish can actually
improve the tone by impregnating
the wood to slight degree and add a
touch of “hardness,” which provides
a little more focus.

Don’t miss the

Xsonics Bass Cab

Giveaway!!!

www.bassgearmag.com
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Blast Cult One4Five Winner Randy Dritz

Corrections
and

Comments
Corrections for issue #11:

Remember to check your p’s and q’s, right?
Well, the same applies to g’s and q’s. My
apologies to Sebastien Aquilina for
misspelling his name in the 2013 Winter NAMM
Best of Show Awards report. Also, the correct
webpage is www.aquilinabasses.com

Reiner & Meik Dobbratz, Le Fay
Getting such a great review in Bass Gear Magazine, what shall we say? At first, we´d like to say thank you for your professional work. We`ve
never seen a review that includes experiences under live conditions before. What a great idea. It`s easy to realize that Phil and Lonnie really
have studied the instrument, and that`s how we really like it. Amongst others, because we have to work hard every day, as well, to persuade all
the pieces of wood, aluminium, electronic parts, secret fluids, glues, screws and several other materials, that it`s fantastic to become a bass
guitar. Sometimes, they strike back really hard, but in the end they are convinced, mostly :-)

The good notes make us happy, and some of the words really touched us, emotionally. We`d be glad, and we are motivated, to send you
another instrument one day.

DJ Scully, General Manager, Vigier USA
With regard to the lack of a trussrod, we would note that we’ve been making all our instruments this way since 1989, and it’s exceedingly rare
that a neck moves at all, let alone enough to impact playing. A great example is Bumblefoot, who tours the world every year with GNR and his
doublenecks and they simply don’t move on him.

David Luke, Revsound
Regarding the handle: I am going to add feet to the side of the cab opposite the handle. I do offer the option of chrome, black nickel, or nylon
stackable corners on all our cabs. The finish is Duratex and is the "industry standard" used by JBL, EAW, etc and is the most durable finish I've
used; excellent abrasion resistance and very hard, once cured.
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By John Cipiti

“What Crossroad?”

“I went down to the crossroad,
fell down on my knees,
Asked the Lord above, have mercy,
Now save poor Bob, if you please”
From Cross Road Blues
by Robert Johnson

Last year in my History of Rock ‘n’
Roll class, I remember seeing the
mid-afternoon glaze in the eyes of
my students. I know that stare
anywhere: muddled, comatose, and
unhinged. Don’t get me wrong, they
were not an inattentive group, but as
anyone who has ever sat in a
classroom can attest, the mind tends
to wander, occasionally. I do my
best to keep lectures exciting,
making sure the students are
engaged on all levels. There are
even times when they talk more
than I do, resulting in eclectic
viewpoints that never grow
tiresome. There’s no mention of
King Louis the XIV or Napoleon
chucking it in at Waterloo. We are
dealing with Chuck Berry, Buddy
Holly, The Rolling Stones, Hendrix,
Led Zeppelin. The list is as endless
as the discussions are outlandish.
For example, I had a student who
did an end-of-semester presentation
and paper on the cultural and socio-
economic ramifications of shouting
at bands in nightclubs with a request
to play Freebird. I swear I’m not
making this up! The working title
was “Freebirrrrrrrd” (feel free to
sustain the second syllable as long
as you like). Anyway, I failed him.

Out of principle, of course, because
quite frankly, I’m tired of the whole
business with that request. All right,
I’m kidding; about the grade, too.

Anyway, it is inevitable that during
a long semester, there will be
subject matter that is not as exciting
as yesterday’s topic of the cultural
ramifications of Ozzy biting off the
head of a bat. I realize that this has
no real historical value in and of
itself, but it sure wakes up the class
after the previously mentioned eye-
glaze syndrome, while at the same
time curing heads from careening
backwards for a quick glance at the
clock. I do, though, have a few
favorite topics I pull out of my
notebook when it is time to refocus
the class’s attention and extinguish
their languishing reveries when the
subject matter gets turned down a
notch. My favorite bomb occurs
when we are discussing the Blues
Progression.

Music theory is rarely covered,
except for the Blues Progression,
since most of the students are non-
music majors and theory usually
confuses them more than it
enlightens. So I need to be on my
guard when the attention span heads
south. I wait until the point of no
return, which is typically about the
time I’m explaining the dominant
chord, and will deliberately change
the subject and announce in a brash
tone, “And then there was Robert
Johnson, who was a master at
soloing over these chords changes,
who sauntered down to the
crossroads at midnight with no

moon in sight and sold his sold to
the Devil.” The glassy-eyed gazes
vanish, bottoms fidget in their seats,
backs straighten like they were just
slapped with a Heebie Jeebies stick. 

“Really?” a student sounds off in
the front row, hastily hiding the cell
phone under the chair after a
marathon texting session they
thought I never possibly could have
witnessed. “That’s what they say,” I
said. “It’s a pretty scary story,” I tell
them, “and one that has been told
numerous times throughout history.
It goes something like this. A
bluesman waits by the side of a
deserted country crossroads in the
dark on a moonless night,
preferably at midnight [Really?!?
Who would have thought there
would be any other time?]. Old
Scratch shows up [I usually have to
stop and explain that one] and tunes
the wayward musician’s guitar.
After a quick performance by the
Horned One himself, ripping
through his latest song [he is
supposed to be a fabulous
songwriter as well as a player – go
figure], a deal is struck in which the
bluesman sells his soul in exchange
for the allowance of becoming a
brilliant guitarist and performer.”

“Whoa! This sounds like a banner
plot for a movie!” shouted a student
in the back row wearing a Misfits t-
shirt. “There was! Back in 1986,
and it was called Crossroads,
starring the Karate Kid himself,
Ralph Macchio. And this did well in
establishing the myth in popular
culture.” “Cool!” Yeah, I know.
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Details about Johnson’s life are
minimal, at best, and contribute to
the mystery surrounding his life. He
wrote 29 songs in his short life span
of 27 years, all of which have been
played, analyzed, and dissected
from every possible angle by all
aspiring blues guitar players. He
supposedly learned the basics of
guitar from his brother when he was
eight or nine years old. By the time
he reached his nineteenth birthday
(some historians say he was 16), he
married for the first time to a girl
named Virginia Travis, who died
soon after during the birth to their
first child. In 1931, he married for
the second time and soon became
disillusioned with the marriage and
began extensive travelling, leaving
without a trace and never telling
anyone where he might be going.
When he returned six months later
(some say three months and others
say three years, again, nobody
seems to know), he had completely
mastered the guitar.

The first musings about the legend
probably started in 1930, when
Eddie “Son” House, another
legendary bluesman, moved to the
area where Johnson lived and the
two soon became acquainted. House
recalled many years later that
Johnson “blew a harmonica and he
was pretty good at that, but he
wanted to play the guitar.” It was
through being in contact with Son
House, and another local bluesman,
Willie Brown, that he is said to
have learned the guitar. He would
watch them perform, and when they
would stop and put their
instruments down, Johnson would
pick one up and start playing.
According to House, he was an
awful player. “Such a racket you
never heard,” he said, “‘Get that
guitar away from that boy,’ people
would say; he’s running people
crazy with it.” 

It is a shame that Johnson’s legacy
as one of the greatest blues
musicians of all time has been
tainted with a gibbering, hocus
pocus, and condescending
paranormal event and relegated to
myth for no other reason than at the
start of his career, he was said to be
a lousy player, and other bluesman
would not be seen on the same stage
with him. He would have to
disappear for a while and practice
before returning to stun the other
players with his newly acquired
virtuosic technique on the guitar.

“He was so good,” said House,
“when he finished, all of our
mouths were standing open.”
Johnson continued to perform in the
Delta and eventually wandered to
Chicago, Detroit, St. Louis, and
New York, occasionally playing
with fellow bluesman Johnny
Shines, who noted that Johnson
covered songs by everyone from
Bing Crosby to the country sounds
of Jimmie Rogers. Shines would
add to the soul-selling rumor by
recalling that Johnson “never
seemed to practice his guitar like I
would.” It seemed to Shines that,
“He had already done that in the
past and had learned everything
there was to learn about the guitar,
and from what other people have
told me, he had not been playing the
instrument that long.” Recollections
such as these prove nothing of the
reality at the crossroads. Therein
lies the trouble; sooner or later, the
story takes on a life of its own and
become truth overpowering fiction.
Barry Lee Pearson, co-author of the
book Robert Johnson: Lost and
Found said, “Everybody was so
anxious to make this devil story true
that they’ve been working on
finding little details that corroborate
it.”  

There is no crossroads. There was
no deal with the Devil. It never

happened, however much some
people want to believe. The history
of the blues is filled with devil
imagery spread largely due to
fundamental religious attitudes
expounding the dangers of listening
to this brand of music, and to an
even larger extent, the words to the
songs themselves. Lyrically, I like
to imagine Johnson’s Cross Road
Blues, Me and the Devil Blues,
Preachin’ Blues (Up jumped the
Devil), and Hell Hound On My
Trail, that he is singing about man’s
need to choose between good and
evil, which is a universal theme that
archetypically shows up in all great
art, literature, movies, and music. I
would imagine that Johnson had a
great sense of humor and knew very
well what he was doing when it
came to firing up his audience.
What a better way to do it than sing
about the Devil?

Johnson had the gift of natural
musical talent. I’m sure he worked
on his technique for countless
hours, just like you guys and gals
do on the bass, or whatever
instrument you’re passionate about.
Does anyone need to see you
practice to prove how talented you
are? I didn’t think so.  

He died under mysterious
circumstances, which, in turn,
added more grist for rumors. He
may have been poisoned by a
jealous husband of a woman he was
seeing, but there is evidence that he
died from syphilis, since the word
was said to be found on the back of
his death certificate. It is just as
well we don’t know all the details
of his life. If we did, our curiosity
would vanish, along with our
cherished belief that maybe, just
maybe, he did. Nah! Now go to
your gig or go practice. You’ve
been absolved. Just don’t be gone
long...
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In The Doghouse
By Chris Fitzgerald

Size Matters –
A Decidedly Non-

technical Review of
the MAS Big E 4x5

Bass Cab
I can still remember when my
fascination with small drivers for
double bass amplification began: I
had been playing double bass
though a number of bass guitar
amps, most of which featured large
speakers – 10’s 12’s, 15’s, etc. –
and a friend suggested I try
plugging into a PA system he had
built that ran the mixer through two
speakers containing only a single 8”
Eminence speaker and a horn, each.
Not expecting much, I agreed to try
it, mostly to humor him. Once I
played the first note, however, I
was hooked. Something about the
sound seemed to instantly and
accurately reflect the sound
envelope of the unamplified sound
of a plucked double bass better than
anything I had ever heard before. I
now have a very unscientific theory
about why this may be so. But at
the time, I just knew that the
smaller speakers sounded better
than the bigger ones I had been
using, so I wanted to try as many
cabinets featuring small drivers as I
could.

Since then, I’ve played through
dozens of different amplification
systems, and usually end up
preferring the amplified sound of
the bass as it comes though smaller

speakers. Some of the speakers I’ve
owned along these lines include the
SWR Baby Blue II (a combo with
two 8” drivers) a pair of Falk Audio
“Tiny Mite” PA speakers
(mentioned above), Euphonic Audio
VL108 and VL208 cabinets, and my
current amp of choice, the Phil
Jones Super Flightcase BG-300
combo (which features six 5”
drivers in a ported enclosure, and
which I reviewed in this column
back in issue #4). So, when I first
heard about the MAS (Mike
Arnopol Soundworks) Big E 4x5
and 8x5 cabinets built by Mike
Arnopol, I was very interested in
getting my hands on them and
putting them through their paces.

The first thing to strike me about
the Big E 4x5 as I unpacked it from
the box was that the construction
and finish look and feel top notch.
While it’s a relatively light cabinet
for its size, at about 30 lbs, the
construction and bracing of the
cabinet feel ridiculously solid.
Visually, it’s also a really attractive
cabinet that is slightly exotic-
looking, because of the double side
ports and the angled mounting of
the speakers in the center. The 4x5
features four 5” Faital drivers, each
coupled with a soft dome tweeter.
According to Mike, the cabinet is
97dB efficient and can handle 480
watt peaks (thermal rating) and real-
world continuous of about 350
watts. It is an 8-ohm cabinet, which
for me is perfect, because it means I
could run two at once, if needed. 

My first thought upon plugging in
my bass and listening to the
amplified sound was that the 4x5

reminded me a lot of my old EA
VL208 cabinets, in that the sound
was very direct and fast, extremely
accurate – accurate “to a fault,”
only insofar as it will accurately
reproduce and shine a sonic
spotlight on anything you play into
it, good or bad – and yet somehow
still thick and “weighty” sounding
across the entire range of the
instrument. This may or may not
sound like high praise, but I
consider it some of the highest kind
of praise that a cabinet can receive,
because any peaks, dips, or valleys
in the response force the player to
adjust their physical approach to the
instrument to compensate for the
speaker. Having to compensate in
this way usually ends up distracting
from the music making. At first, I
felt that the cabinet brought out a
bit too much information in the low
mids, even to the point of making it
sound slightly “boxy,” but after
consulting with a couple of other
players whose musical tastes I
admire, I was able to tame this
range with a little judicious EQ.
Once that was accomplished, the
sound has been extremely accurate
and balanced.

I played several gigs using the 4x5
with an Acoustic Image Focus as
the front end, and both the other
players and the audience members I
asked about the sound liked the
presence of the sound in the mix.
While admitting up front that trying
to describe the sound of a piece of
gear is somewhat akin to “dancing
about achitecture,” I’ll do my best
to give an impression of what I
heard and felt while playing through
the cab. 
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The first word that comes to mind is
tight, but in the sense of positive
usage of the word that reflects
accuracy, rather than tension. Every
nuance you play gets amplified with
little or nothing added. For double
bass, this can be a mixed blessing,
depending on the quality of the
input signal. With a mic that’s
picking up the sound of the bass
from a position where the sound has
had a chance to open up a bit, this
quality is a great thing. With a
pickup, it can be a great thing, but it
can also accurately amplify qualities
of the pickup signal which are not
as pleasing; I think this aspect is
what I was hearing before I learned
how to EQ the cabinet. Once I’d
figured out which pickup
frequencies were jumping out, the
sound was extremely clean and
present and useable, with no extra
flab on the bottom end.

The second word that comes to
mind in describing the sound is fast,
as in “no lag between what you play
and what you hear.” It’s as though
the cabinet is a part of the bass, and
the “quickness” of the speaker to
speak makes it extremely easy to
play in tune, since part of the
amplified intonation paradigm is the
ability to hear the amplified signal
quickly and to make minute
adjustments, as needed. While I
don’t pretend to understand the
acoustic principles at work that give
this impression of “sonic speed,” I
do find it to be a very real and
desireable quality in any piece of
amplification equipment; not
surprisingly, I seem to get this
impression most often from
speakers featuring smaller drivers. 

The third word that comes to mind
is solid. Every note has a certain
thickness and weight to it, and
where the 4x5 really shines is in the
upper register of the bass. Many
speakers – for whatever reason –
sound great in the lower registers,

but tend to get thin as the double
bassist climbs higher on the G string
and up into thumb position. This
was not at all the case with the Big
E, where, if anything, the higher
notes had a focused kind of
thickness, presence and “pop” to
them that was incredibly potent and
undeniably welcome

The last word that comes to mind
when playing through the 4x5 is
dry. There is nothing extra added to
the signal from the speaker, no
ambience or color of any kind, and
for my purposes, I had some mixed
feelings about this. While I loved
the speed and accuracy of the
sound, a part of me was listening
for a sweet sonic signature that
identified itself as part of the overall
amplified voice as perceived from
the position of the player. Out in the
room, of course, the amplified
signal picked up the sonic signature
of the room and opened up
accordingly (depending on the
room, this can be a good thing or a
bad thing, but this is true of every
amp ever made). But sitting right
next to it (whether on the floor or
up on a chair or stand), I had a little
bit of challenge to imagine how that
sound would open up into the room.
It’s a minor quibble that probably

speaks more to the amplified sound
that I’m used to than it does to this
specific cab, but it did give me
pause for thought as I had to
imagine the opening up and warmth
of the sound as it made its way to
the audience, rather than hearing a
hint of it right behind me from the
speaker, itself. It’s something I’m
pretty sure I could get used to (it
was this aspect that reminded me of
my old VL208 cabinets), but with
the limited time I had, I found it
slightly challenging. In spite of this
minor quibble – essentially that, if
anything, the cab was too accurate
(if such a thing is possible) – I was
quickly able to dial in the sound and
feel and commence to music
making. The recordings from the
room reflect a great, clean, and
present sound of both the bass
itself, and of a player who was in
that happy place of making music,
rather than fussing with their
amplification settings.

Overall, the Big E 4x5 gets two
hearty thumbs up, especially if you
are looking for more accuracy and
clarity in your amplified sound.
Bass amplification just keeps on
getting better year after year. MSRP
is $1,000, with an estimated street
price of $750.
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Action Height

Philthy Talk
By Phil Maneri

“Make the action super low!” has
been a routine request in our shop
for decades. Setup height requests
have lowered every year. Builders
have responded to this with a higher
level of precision in fretboard
leveling and fret grooming, which is
fantastic. Just about every new bass
that crosses my bench plays with
string heights half of what you
would have expected 25 years ago.
With lots of work, you can get an
electric bass to play okay with super
low action, but is that really what
you need? Does it make sense? I’m
going to argue that it doesn’t.

Traditionally, Fender electric basses
would be set up with a pretty stiff
amount of relief, or bow, in the
neck. If you lay a straight edge
across the frets with the instrument
tuned to pitch, you could put a .15”
to .20” feeler gauge between the
string and the 7th fret. With the
strings pressed down at fret 1 to
remove the nut from the measure,
and a ruler at the 12th fret, looking
at the string height between the
string and fret, you would typically
see an increasing curve of 6/64” at
the G string to 8/64” at the E string.
Nut height was generally .10” or so
over the 1st fret, with the string
pressed down at fret 3. These days,
setups are often coming in at .02” of
relief with strings sitting at 3/64” or
4/64 on the G at the 12th fret and
the strings immeasurably clearing

the 1st fret, if they do at all. If you
play with a super-light touch and a
very loud amp, that can work, but if
you play with any kind of heat on
the gig, that’s going to be a buzzy
rattle box and most of the notes will
choke up and die.

To understand why this isn’t such a
good idea, you need to understand a
little about how a string rotates.
When you fire off a bass string, it’s
going to rotate in an ellipse that is
conical, like a football pulled out
thin from saddle to nut, or the fret
you are fingering. The attack
envelope is a rapid spike that is
usually at its largest rotation just
after it fires, then it shrinks as the
note decays. That elipse can get
pretty wide – as big as ¼” mid-
string on an open E string. That is
what creates the sound energy of
the note. That rotating gets some
help from the body and neck wood
as they regenerate the energy of the
initial stroke and help the note
move along into its decay envelope.
Pickup energy fed through a loud
amp and speakers can also move
that envelope along, as well.

If you try to squeeze 16/64” worth
of string movement into a 4/64”
space, you’ll end up banging into
the fret wire and killing the
envelope of the note. These are
extreme measures to press a point.
The actual numbers vary quite a bit,
but to truly let a string ring without
impediment, you need to have some
room to let it happen. When you
open the instrument up for a full

expression of the envelope,
including whatever influence the
wood of the instrument has on that
note, you find yourself not working
as hard to create music. Conversely,
when the instrument chokes off the
note, you end up playing
increasingly harder, which
exacerbates the problem. Then, you
get frustrated playing and tense up,
adding your body in an attempt to
accommodate for the missing
sound. This sets up a downward
spiral of bad sound and discomfort.

When your bass plays as free as you
can muster – even if it requires a bit
more fretting hand strength – in the
end, you don’t work as hard,
because instead of fighting your
instrument, you surf  across the top
of it with less energy wasted trying
to get a clean sound. Then, your
body will relax, you’ll lighten up
your touch, and you’ll sound better,
still.

I recommend you start your setups
around .06” in relief, and from
5/64-7/64”, G to E, on a 4-string
(8/64” on a low B). Lower it a 64th
if you just can’t take it, but no
lower. You may want to try the old
school 6/64-8/64” setup, too. The
clarity of tone and power of the
note is very seductive, so much that
you may find you don’t notice the
string height at all. On the other
hand, it’s your musical tool, and it
should be set up to do exactly what
you want with it. If that means
paper-thin action height, so be it.
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Upright Perspective
By Arnold Schnitzer

Running a busy bass shop, I am
often taken by just how much bass
repair work comes through the door.
Sometimes, it can be overwhelming.
Every time I sell a new or old bass,
I find myself wondering just how
long it will be until I see that
instrument again, and what the
problem will be. Owners of basses
seem to spend a lot more time in
repair shops than owners of other
stringed instruments. Basses are
more prone to breaking, for a
number of reasons; so much so that
one major instrument insurance
company will no longer provide
double bass policies. But there are
some things you can do to minimize
the time, expense, and heartache
that go along with taking care of
your broken bass.

The Three Main Reasons Basses
Break (and how to avoid):
Mishaps
Climate
Construction

1.)  Mishaps: The most common
repairs we perform to correct
problems caused by mishaps are rib
cracks and broken necks. We also
see a fair amount of top cracks,
busted edges, and back cracks in the
soundpost area. Most of these

breakages are caused by the bass
being knocked over, dropped, or
from having something fall on the
instrument. Often, I see broken
necks which happened because the
owner lifted the bass only by a
cover handle, which then gave way.
Another common cause of neck
breakage is going through a
doorway with the bass on a strap or
carried back-pack style. Whack!
There goes the scroll! I personally
once left my bass unattended on a
flimsy stand, which quickly caught
the attention of my curious 3-year-
old offspring. Splat! I’ve seen a
bass neck break because the owner
laid his bass face-up in the back of
his station wagon, with the scroll
laying on the floor; then, while
driving on a typically neglected
New York street, he hit a sizable
pothole, which caused the bass to
jump up and back down – off came
the head! 250 lbs of tension, plus a
good bump, was all it took. Bass
ribs are quite thin – usually about
1/10” (2.5mm). Putting the bass
down on its side against a badly-
placed buckle or other metallic
object can be all it takes to create a
crack or punch-through. A bow case
or other object dropped from a short
distance can do it, too. Trying to
open a door by pushing on the
doorknob with the bass can be
deadly. When a bass which is lying
on its side (a perfectly good way to
store it) gets knocked over by a
drunk bar patron or impatient
trombonist, it usually falls onto its
bridge. This can cause a crack in the
top or back near the soundpost, and

will almost always knock the bridge
out of position and possibly drop
the soundpost. I’ve had clients drop
their basses because someone tried
to help them put the cover on, and
each thought the other “had” it. I
could go on ad nauseum about bass
mishaps, but I will end this rant
right here.

A few things you can do: Always
handle your bass by both the neck
and body, never lifting by the cover
handles, alone. Avoid laying your
bass down in an area with foot
traffic. Be careful going through
doorways, and never use the bass as
a ram. Watch out for buckles and
foreign objects when laying your
bass down. Put your cover on by
yourself. Keep it away from falling
objects. Don’t lay it down in a car
or truck with weight on the scroll.
Use a high-quality padded cover.
Pay attention to your surroundings!

2.)  Climate: Basses are quite wide,
and as wood expands and contracts
mainly in width, are prone to
serious weather-related problems.
Extreme dryness is the biggest
culprit. Results of extreme dryness
can include: open seams, cracks,
misalignment of parts, and string
height becoming unplayably low.
Even more dangerous to a bass is
exposing it to extreme drops in
temperature and humidity – for
example, traveling by airplane from
Miami to Montreal in winter. Very
damp conditions can cause
problems, too, mainly with glue
joints, as the hide glue used to hold

WHY BASSES BREAK

And What You Can
Do About It
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(most) basses together can be
loosened by heat, water, or a
combination of the two. Dampness
can also cause the strings to become
unplayably high.

Do your best to keep your bass
from experiencing fast changes in
humidity and temperature. Use a
humidifier in the winter, if you live
in a temperate or dry climate.
Relative humidity of under 35% is
the danger zone, so try to keep it
above that. Use a well-padded case
when traveling and when storing the
bass. If you live in a desert
environment, try to gradually wean
your bass to a lower humidity level,
if it was made in or shipped from a
humid or temperate area. Avoid
buying basses made of
insufficiently seasoned wood.
Airplane cargo compartments can
drop to minus 40 degrees, so it’s a
good idea to travel with your bass
slightly detuned and tightly
wrapped in its padded cover within
the travel case. Warm it up slowly,
if you can, upon arrival at your
destination.

3.)  Construction: Any woodworker
will tell you that wooden parts
should never be glued together at 90
degree angles to each other. The
reason is that the two parts will
expand and contract in opposition to
each other and the joint will
eventually fail, especially if the
pieces are large. Basses, and all the
other instruments of the violin and
viol family, defy this basic rule.
Ribs (sides) are glued at 90 degrees
to the corner blocks. Necks are
glued at 90 degrees to the internal
neck block. Back braces in a flat-
backed bass are usually glued at 90
degrees to the back wood. The
saddle is glued at 90 degrees to the
wood of the top and the tailblock.

Most of these joints will eventually
fail, unless the bass is kept in a
never-changing environment, where
the wood does not go through
expansion/contraction cycles.
Unfortunately, centuries of
experimentation have shown that
basses must be built the way they
are, and there is no getting around
these 90 degree wood joints.
Fortunately, every joint in a bass is
made to be disassembled and
repaired. Also, because of the
extreme width of bass tops and
backs, some shrinkage is inevitable
over decades and centuries, even if
the wood was properly seasoned.
This often results in rib bulges,
which are difficult and expensive to
remedy. Another problem with bass
construction is that the parts are
quite thin, especially when
compared proportionally to the
other string instruments. The ribs
and plates are perhaps 2-3 times as
thick as a violin’s, yet the
instrument is many, many times
larger. Basses sound best when they
are just sturdy enough to not
implode. If makers beefed up the
construction, the sound would suffer
greatly!

Get small openings and bulges
repaired as soon as possible. Be
aware of the fragility of your
instrument and try not to get too
bent out of shape when a joint gives
way or a crack happens. Expect
some problems but do your best to
minimize them. Insist on hide glue
when repairs to joints are
performed. Go out and make some
beautiful music!
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FUNDAMENTAL

SUPPORT
By Ted Gould

My story isn’t unlike that of a lot of
people who find music to be a great
place of refuge, a means of relating
to the world, or something that
simply kept us occupied just long
enough to keep us out of a world of
trouble. For many of us, music
provided either the fuel for or the
release from other areas of our lives
in which we excel. One of my
earliest experiences with the
collaborative aspect of creating
music came in the form of singing
songs, musical games and playing
with rhythm instruments in a circle
set up in the middle of my
elementary school classroom. I’ve
been involved in music ever since,
having graduated from recorder to
trumpet and then onto the tuba and,
eventually both electric and upright
bass. Although I had no doubt that
I’d always be a musician, the honest

truth is that I never thought that I’d
find myself teaching kids music
through movement and song in the
same way that I’d learned in that
class so many years ago. But now
things have come full circle, and I
have the great honor working with a
wonderful non-profit organization
called Music for Minors
(www.mfm.org). 

Music for Minors was originally
conceived in Northern California
during the late 1970’s by Grace
Johnston and Dr. G. G. Fitzmaurice
as a temporary program to keep
music programs from completely
vanishing from schools in Santa
Clara and San Mateo Counties. The
Proposition 13 tax initiative in 1978
had a significant negative impact on
State funding to schools in
California and music education
became one of earliest casualties of
this funding shift. What began as a

quality volunteer-based program
designed to fill the void until the
day came when schools would
return to hiring qualified music
teachers now reaches 15,000
kindergarten through 5th grade
students annually, with two program
models: one taught by volunteer
instructors and another by
professional music educators. For
many of the students in these
counties, the Music for Minors
music education program is the only
formal music education that they
will ever receive.  

The primary goals of Music for
Minors are to enable many of the
children it serves to have their first
music education experience, to
develop music sensitivity and
literacy while enhancing children’s
enjoyment and appreciation of
music. The 24-week music
education program offered by MFM
is in alignment with California
Content Standards for music, and
students are able to get hands-on
experience in many of the
fundamental aspects of creating
music by participating in musical
games, singing, improvisation, basic
music theory, and the use of
recorders and rhythm instruments.
Additionally, MFM provides music
enrichment programs that take place
outside of the regular school day
and include everything from an age-
appropriate workshop called Blow,
Band and Tang, which explains the
physics of sound to the Ives
Quartet, an engaging and
interactive introduction to live
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classical music, and the West Bay
Opera, which allows young
students to participate in a real, live
opera performance. 

Music for Minors turns no
classroom, school, or district away,
and donations help to not only
uphold strong partnerships with the
communities that MFM currently
serves, but also helps to expand
music education to thousands of
children that are still lacking music
as part of their overall education.  

A solid music background is a vital
part of a well-rounded education
that should be available to every
young student. The primary
importance is to enable participation
in and appreciation of the art form,
but there are numerous benefits.
These include the enhancement of
personal and academic
development, the promotion of
creativity and innovation, greater
understanding of cultural heritage

and diversity, and fostering
community. 

MFM subsidizes all of their
programs – volunteer and
professional educator models – from
15 to 100 percent, depending upon
need. While PTAs and education
foundations contribute what they
can afford, additional funding is
necessary so that schools can retain
music or start new programs.
Contributions to Music for Minors
help to make these program a
reality. 

Please visit http://www.mfm.org for
more info on Music for Minors and
how you can support this wonderful
organization and music in schools. 
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